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FORE1NORD. 

The purpose of this booklet is to appeal to a wider circle of 
readers to use the contente and take further stepe in advancing 
model aeronautics to a higher level. The collection of referen
ces and investigatione is the reeult of fifty years of experi
ence in engineering, which includes designing of airplanes from 
20 to 1200 h.p. since 1909 and scientific testing of modele 
!'I ince 1912. 

The mathematical aspect of mod.el engineering ie not very 
promising because of the great variations in basic designs. 
In spite of the lack of systematic tests with mod.els an 
attempt h~s been made to use aerodynamics for large ~ir
planes an1 low-velocity wind-tunnel reports in predicting 
the perform~nces and the stability of models, many of them 
contradictory. 

'l'he rP.latively large forces of torque, power, gyroscopic 
moments of high speed propellers not present in large air
planes makes model aeronautics a new field of engineering. 
Attention is called to the. nrohlem of weight distribution, 
to the relative position of the zero-lift lines of airfoils 
and the distance of the thrust line to the center of gra.vi ty. 

Thanks to all model builders who supplied flying characteris
tics of their models, that were incentive of many theoretic
al investigatione appearing in this booklet. 

If following, poorly arranged pages contribute only in a small 
share to greater interest in model aeronautics the labor in
volved was well rewarded. 

The Author. 
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THE AIR- Moving an object through the air or any other fluid 
requires a force to overcome the resist ::i.nce called ttie 1.rag. 
The drag is influenced by the size, sh~pe, velocity, surf~ce 
texture of the body and the condition of the air. The drag is 
equal to the velocity squared, times half of the standard densi
ty, times the area ':l.nd. times the drag coefficient. The drag 
coefficient of a flat plate vertical to the air stream is 1.28. 
Other coefficients are given on page~; . The area is usually 
taken at the maximum cross sections of the bodies. 

Inclining a flat plate in an air stream the air is deflected 
downward. The forming of a Tacuum on the upper surface is out 
of question an1 air is transfered to the upper surface which may 
flow past the lower surface. This transfer is the upwash. The 
upvn.sh can be analyzed as a. combinati ,Jn of a straight flow and 
a circular flow about the ::i.irfoil. This circulation is accepted 
as the cause of lift. The upwash is not sufficient to meet the 
air flowing past the lower surface at the trailing edge and tur
bulent vortices will form in the air stream as it leaves the 
plate or the airfoil. The air leaving at an angle is the down
wash. The turbulent wake behind the airfoil iR the Karimn vor
tex street. 

The drag of a fht body can be reduced by stre:i.mlining, sha.p-
tng it to a cross sectional outline similar to the one of a fish 
(trout). ~uch ~vmmetrical sections are basic for designing sect
ions fo~ wings by. bending, cambering the meanline with its maxim• 
um point at the 25 to 60 per cent of the chor·i and also varying 
the maximum thickness. The camber of the meanline an1 the thick
ness depen1 on the reQuired perf ormancea. 

Sections are teste1 in wind-tunnels at various angles. The re
sultants are inclined to the air stream, an1 for simplicity 
are resolved into two components. one parallel to the air 
stream1the draa an1 one vertical to the flow ithe lift. Fer use 
they are reduc~d. to CD, the drag coefficient and to CL. the lift 
coefficient.The angles are measured from any line selected by 
the laboratory. In ad1ition to the coefficients points are giv
en on the base line where the resultants intersect, which are 
the centers · of . pressure, c.p. '.Vith the angle of attack, the c.p. 
an1 the coefficients the resultants can be plotted. The resul
tant can be resolved into components again at any other point 
on the resultant. This shows that there is no center of lift 
or drag even for the r-=:J.son of simplifying investit!!;ation of 
problems, except if the reference point is at a great distance. 

The increase of the CL coeff ici~nt with increase of angle for 
re~ular airfoils i~ the same, except the zero-lift line will be 
at different angle of attack. The change per degree is the slope 
of lift coefficients, which however depends on the ratioof the 
span and the aver~ge chord, the 3.Spect ratio. Tests on slopes 
are plotte1 on a diagram and an empirical equation is formul•ted 
which simplifies estimate that includes function of aspect I9.tio 
of areas. 
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The slope of lift coefficients is also the same for symmetric
al sections; and call them non-lifting because their zero-lift 
lines coincide with the chord lines is a misnomer . The locat
ion of the zero-lift line for a cambered section is found by 
equations or by halving the thickness at the 40 per cent chord 
distance and connecting the point wit h the trailing edge. The 
angle to the zero-lift line is the absolute angle of attack, 
which is always used in stability calculations. 

Increasing the angle of attack increases the lift until it rea ch.
es a maximum ani its coefficient is the CLmax. The CLmax varies 
with the velocity of the air and with the velocity the angle is 
increased or decr~ased, as shown in a diagram. The speed obtain
ed by the CLmax is the stalling or landing speed, which is only 
a few degrees higher than the angle for the minimum sinki71g speed 
ani for the minimum power reQuired for horizontal speed. This 
is the reason to ~qe the CL.aax in comparing sections for perfor
mances, an1 especially for dura t i:>ns. Maximum 1 ift coefficients 
for rectangular and oval wings with ~~rious aspect ratios are 
plotted that shows that an oval wing with an aspect ratio of 1 .28 
(flying saucer) has the highest CLmax. Up to-date no equation 
is available for estimating CLmax coefficients. 

Stalling does not start at the same angle along the span of a 
wing. The point,a stall starts depends on the plan view of the 
wing,if all ribs are of the same design and have the same angle. 
A few layouts give the pl::i.ces where ·:i. stall begins as the angle 
of attack is incre3.sed. An elliptical wing is the only design 
that et~lls evenly. It is however desired that the stall should 
start at the center of _the span in order to have lateral stabili
ty and to stop ~piral diving. To overcome a probable st3.ll at the 
tip the mean camber of the outer section of the wing is increas
ed or stall strips are ad~ei to the center section. Some use 
washout of the tip section, which however reduces lift, but in
creases 4lateral and horizontal st ability. 

The radius of the leajing edge (nose) )l:ls a certain influence on 
the CI.max, shown in a sketch. The larger the radius, the greater 
th~ movement of the st~gnation point. Thie indicates that the 
effective mean line will increase with the increase of the angle 
of attack. Stunt mod~ls and. stunt propellers should. h'~ve ~ lar~e 
nose radius. Speed wings and speed propellers have always point
ted leading edges. Some manuf~cturer even give the size of the 
r~diue for their wings to insure performances predicted. 

Many devices have been tried to increase the maximum lift of a 
section. Cambering, using fl .ape, sucking, blowing, extending the 
area for gliding or placing rotors in the leading edge. Attach
ing such devices to models nay increase the weight but may not 
lower the sinking speed. 

The minimum drag coefficient can be corrected for other speeds 
than the one given by the report by using the nomogram with the 
triple scale. Deduct the friction coefficient on the center scale 
for the R.N. of the report and add the friction coefficient for the 
product of the chord in inches and the velocity in ft.p.sec. The 
R.N. Reynolds number is explained in another section. 
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The combination of all drag forces excepting the one of the wing 
is the parasite drag ~n1 its coefficient the CDpar. The parasite 
1rag is redueed to a flat plate area of equivalent resistance and 
the ratic of the equiv~lent area and the wing area times 1.28 is 
used in equations for performance calculations as a constant. This 
however will not give the correct answer if the investigation in
volves a great variation in wing areas. 

The air flow reaching an airfoil will part at the leading edge, the 
stagnation point, its upper flow passing close to the surface in 
a laminar flow. Later it becomes turbulent at the point of tran
sition until it breaks away at the point of separation, leaving 
eddies in its wake. Airfoils with laminar flow have a low drag 
at small angles and a low maximum lift; airfoils with turbulent 
flow have a high drag at low angles and a high maximum lift. Most 
moiels perform at large angles, especially when gliding and a tur
bulent flow would be the solution. Sandpaper located on various 
places on a thick section gave negative results. Turbulators are 
suggeste 4 to be carried close to the leading edge. Serrating the 
leading eige or the trailing edge reduced the drag of wings and 
propellers. Coincidently the spacing of the serrations are the 
same as the pins holding the turbulator. No fool proof theory 
has been a1vanced but it seems that a slight helical motion of 
the air flow delays separation. 

Prof.Schmitz suggested for low R.N. up to 20,000 to use sections 
from 3.4 to 6 per cent thick with a camber of the mean line from 
4.5 to 6 per cent ·'ind a leading e1ge radius up to 1 per cent of 
the chords. His design should automatically give a turbulent 
flow. 

M3.ny theoretic a l des i gns of a irfoiJs are available. The best one 
is the Joukowsky transform'ition of a circle into an airfoil. 
The mechanism of the trans format ion is shown by a. graphical con-
st ruction and b y an instrument using the same principle. This 
transformation d oe s not consider the drig of the airfoil. Others 
are the Mises and the Trefftz constructions, and many designs deve
loped by the N.A.C.A. Another sections were evolved by Davis from 
empirical equ~tions of power and wing loadings of airplanes. 
The simplest an1 genera lly use1 section i s the Clark Y with its 
fl !lt lower surf '3.ce, which w:is used to d~velop one of the N. A. C. A 
b ·isic section. The thinning is usually done by reducing only 
the h e ight of the section, instead in ref~:irence to the mean line, 
which would. keep the quality of the Clark Y sec ti on. 

The interference of the fuselage on the coeffici ~ nts of the wing 
at various loc~tions is given by a diagram, which shows that the 
low wing ie the worst location if no changes are made in the de
sign. Saggi~g of the wing covering will not effect the efficien
cy of the airfoil if the waves are small, smooth and without ri4g. 
es. 
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AIRFOIL SELECTION. The selection of an airfoil section for 
models is very involved by the various characteristics demanded 
by each category of models. The sections should be ae thin ae 
pqssitle for the required performances with the necessary bend~ 
ing and torsional strength. The thickness will vary from • to 
18 per cent of the chord and the camber - of the mean line from zero 
to 6 per cent. 

The control-line speed model requires a section that has a mini
mum drag at the lift coefficient for top speed. The section can 
bP. selected from N.A.C.A. _reports because the Reynolds number 
may be the same as the one for the model. The camber should be 
10 times the lift coefficient at top speed, if expressed in per 
cent of the chord. The wing ie tapered, has a 10 per cent thick
neee at the fuselage and not less than 1/8 in. at the tip. 

The control line stunt re~uiree a eymmetric~l section with a larae 
no~·e ra.di us ani exten1ed flaps to increase the CI.max. The select-_ 
ion ie based on the 1/2 power of the CI.max divided by the 1/3 power 
of the CJlnin or the cube of the CI.max divided by the square of the 
Cntiin. The Cntiin must include the parasite drag coefficient. 

The tow-li~e glii~rs require a sectiJn that ha.a the lowest sink
ing speed. Plotting secti~ns CL on a 3/2 power scale and the CD 
on a str~ight scale the tangent to the curve gives the angle for 
the lowest power or for the lowest sinking speed. The tangent 
drawn from the parasite coefficient indicates that the higher the 
parasite drag is the greater will be the camber. 

Indoor gliiers require a section that has a low minimum dl"ag when 
launched. and a high camber when gliii:ig 1owmurd. The gliiers 
·have usually wings with _flexible rear port ion to reduce the d.ra.6 
during the high speed launching. Disregarding the analysis on 
page 65, the selection may be si.rr.plified by dividing the slope of 
the tangent to the vect ore by the CI.min. The low par~s i te drag 
of balsa gliders will result in a mean line camber of 2 to 2.5 
per cent. 

The section for free-flight models depends on the reserve power 
over the required minimum power. Models flyin6 on minimum power 
~ave th~ same selection as the tow-line gliders~ Lately ~~n y rub
ber driven models are designed t<b fly a.t minimu:r. power. The sect
ion ihus selec ted is tops for Jow sinking spea1. 

Gas jobs with t~eir super power and short power run Nill follow 
the ~ame s~lection as the hanrt launched gliders. The sections 
will be thick e r and the ca~b~r larger b 2cause the parasite dr~g 
is also gre a ter. The problem to be solved becomea m0re complicat
~ 1 if no limitati on is SAt for the wing area. The ~quation 
should also include the weight varia.t i ::m with the ch~nge of area 
~nd aspect ratio. 
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AERODYNAMIC C ~Tl'!R• One point on the airfoil that s i.:nplifies sta.b
ili ty calculations is the aero·:iynamic center. This is the point 
a.bout which the moments of the air force resultant~ up to the stal
ling angles are the same,~nd the coefficient Cmac. The Cmac is 
z~ro for symmetrical sect ions ani us ua.lly negative for cambered sec-
t i~ns. The distance fro~ the leading edge is 24 to 26 per cent of 
the chord. To fini the moment of any resultant about a point usu
ally about the c. g. , a.i:i to t :-: e moment about the a. c. the moment 
of the par~llel force p1s~i~g through the a.c. The resultants of 
the airforces or their coefficients are plotted through the a.c. 
and the moments a.re obt~ined by the shortest distances from the 
reference point. Moment estim~tes are simplified for designs w'ith 
the e.g. locations on the chord line by omission of the CD coeffi
cients. This simplifie:i method is used in some textbooks with the 
e .g. located well below the chor:i line and the moments obtaind are 
often twice of the actual moments. A graphic construction shows 
how the position of a.c. can be found. 

SCALE EFF~CT. The dra g coeffici ent is influence:i by the speed, the 
length and the air conditi ons. The r~ctor :ienoting this relation 
i s the Reynolds number (RN), which for standard air is equal to 
6300 times length of the body, times ~~~ ~pee1 in ft.p.sec. The 
R~ynolds number is applicable only to geometrical similar bodies 
or airfoils. The R.N. for model units i3 equ1l 780 times the 
chori in inches, times the velocity in m.p.h. Incas~ t ne velocity 
is given in ft.p.sec. the const1nt i~ 532. The eoale efrect de
pen1s on the air moving over the boiies, which m1y be laminar or 
turbulent. The a.ir flow will st3.y lami.nar over moiels due to the 
low R,N,. A few :iiagr1ms give the cha nge of coeffici~nts with 
variation of R,N, 

BOUNDARY LAYER. Air moving over a bo:iy will stick to the surface 
to a certain thickness and the reat of the air will move unre-
~tra i ned. This st a tionary air is the boun·1a.ry layer. The thi 0 k
ness of th ~ layer jepends on the Reynolds number and on the con
dition of the bound::i.ry layer, if lamina.r or turbulent. The flow 
is usually laminar a t the st3.rt and later becomes turbulent. To 
ke e p the. flow 13.Il'lin':l.r over an airfoil at low angles the surfaces 
must be smo oth a.nd free from waves. Indoor gliders should be cheok
e:i with french curves for irregularities on the wing surfaces. 

To pr event t r a nsition or separ~tion of the boundary layer many 
d~vices were tried. Slots give only limited effect and its exact 
loc~tion on model wings cannot be determined. They usually create 
high drag even at lmv angles. Sucking and blowing seems to give 
the most promising device. suction rra.y be applied to model wings 
i f the engine intake can be connected to the slots located at the 
60 per cent di~tance. The loss of power may be greater than the 
g ':iin in drag. 
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CENTER OF PRESSURE. Tha point on the base line through which 
tha air force passes is the center of pressure (c.p. ). The base 
line is an arbitrary line selected by th:! testing engineer, usual
ly the tangent line to the lower surface of the airfoil. Now all 
base line~· are from the leading e1ge to the trailing edge. In a ome 
reports one may find the base line far below the chord line. 
The best symmetrical sections have no c.p. movement. The c. p . 
for cambered sections moves toward the leading edge with inc r ease 
of the angle of attack. Selecting the reference line below the 
chord line may reverse the movement of the c.p.. Bending the 
tr~iling edge downward moves the c.p. toward the trailing edge 
and also increases the maximum lift coefficient. This adiition-
al flexing of the airfoil is used in adjusting models for bet-
ter atbility. Reversing the c.p. movement can be accomplished 
by bending the trailing edge upward. This is used in m~king 
a cambered airfoil stable without the use of a stabilizer. the 
angle of deflection is for regular sections about 6 to 7 de
grees. The c.p. movement on fusela ges are similar to the one 
on symmetrical airfoils. 

A~PECT RATIO. The ratio of the span and the average chord is 
the aspect ratio (AR). The higher the aspect r a tio the smaller 
the angle of the wing for the same lift. Theoretically the 
air affected is within the circle drawn through the wing tips. 
The drag of an airfoil can be divided into the profile 1rag and 
the drag required to deflect the air. downward. The profile drag 
is assumed to be constant. The force to deflect the air is the 
induced drag, its coefficient CDi, which is equal to the square 
of the lift coefficient divided by 3.14 times the AR of the wing. 
This indicates that by deducting the induced drag coefficient the 
profile drag coefficient is obtained, which is shown by its ap
plication to the ' CLARK Y section. Most tests on airfoils a re 
made with an aspect r atio of 5 to 6 and to use the results for 
higj'ler aspect ratio the angle of att~ck for the correspond i ng 
CL must be reduced by the difference of the induced angles esti
mated by the equation 18.24xCI/A.R. N.A.C.A. simplified this 
by giving the drag and the angle of attack for the infinite as
pect r a tio to whic h the induced dra g and the induced angle i s 
added. 

r.lliptical wi ngs g i ve i1e ~ l load distribution for any aspe c t 
ratios. Simil 'Ol r loa i distribution m::i.y be obt::iined by a 50 per 
cent taper. Endplates increase the effective aspect ratio as 
given by an e qm ti on or determined by the graphical method shown. 
The proximity of the ground increases the effective aspect ratio 
and its value can be obtainei by the empirical equation present
ed. Gliding tests with models should be madeat a certain dist
ance from the ground, and tr~ di~tance of a glide should never 
be measured to the point where it touches the ground. 

An interesting relation of profile ~rag and induce~ drag is deve
loped, which shows that the higher th~ AR the lower tne tot~l 
drag. The increase of structural weight with increase of A.R. 
is not included in the investigation. 
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PROPELL~RS. The least ~nderstood unit of a model is the propel
ler. With its gyroscopic forces, high torque, side thrust, sliI>
st~eam and high static thrust makes design and adjU'3tment a com
plicated task. The thrust necessary to move a model through the 
air is obtained by rotati~g one or ~ore inclined blades that ac
celerate a mass of air tJ: rough the disc area. Higher efficiency 
is obtained by imparting a low acceleration to a great mass of 
air. The power r~quired to rotate the blades is supplied by gas 
engines or by twiRted strands of rubber bands. 

This acceleration is used in the momentum theory for estimating 
the thrust and the required power. This theory, however does not 
take into consider~tion the profile drag of the blades. There is 
no theory which woul1 give a correct ~nswer. The blade element 
theory, which uses the lift and drag of an airfoil agrees fairly 
well with tested propellers, if correction factors are used. 

Th~ angle of the lower flat surface of the bl~~e is used to esti
mate the nomin'll or geometric pitch. This distance is equa l to 
the dist ::mce a bl:ide will tr ,1vel in one revolution sliding on 
its flat surface. The diameter an1 the nominal pitch are usually 
marked on propellers. Mutiplying the distance from the axis to 
the bla1e section by 6.28 and markin5 it on a horizontal line 
with a vertical on one end and the blad~ angle on the othFr end, 
then the intersection of ~he line on the vertical is the nominal 
pitch. A sketch shows how to find the angle at any section along 
the blade if the pitch is given. The pitch measured to the zero
thrust line is the aerodynamic pitch. 

The angle made by the flying speed, divided by the rev.p.sec. of 
the propeller and 'the circumference it traveled will be lower 
than the pitch angle an1 is denoted as tne advance angle. The ad
vance angle and tne pitch angle have a cert~in rel1tion to the 
efficiency of the propeller, which is the ratio of the power out
put an1 the power input. 

In reports the adva nee angle is sin::.plifie d by using the advance 
f ·clct or v/nn. The reports give the efficiencies an1 p/D ratios 
referred to tne a1vance factor. In case the pitch V"lrles along 
the bl'l1e, the no!llinal pitch is t3.ken at the :3/4 distance from 
the ·1xie . Another f:i.ctor tha.t simplifies selecting propellers is 
the spee1-power coefficient, the Cs, which takes the spee1, the 
power an1 the r.p.m. of the drive shaft for de3igni~g the prop
eller. For rubber 1ri•en propellers most of the equations for 
gas props are not dir~ctly applic~ble, because even with a given 
rubber the tor:::iue changes ·d th the number of str•inds used. Any 
sci~ntific appro1ch iR problemci.tic. 

Di qgrams show forcea on a blade, its efficiency and the maxim-
um efficiency expected with the adv~nce factor. One diagram 
gives the thrust an1 torque along the blade; another the rela
tive axial and rotati ·:i n:il flow, and two sketches show the direc
ti:in of the air on the upper and on the lower surface. The spin
ner ai1e1 to the propeller should not be greater than 25 per cent 
of th e diameter. 
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Propellers with equal pitch distribution tested on a spindle lose 
6 per cent o~ their effi~iencies when mounted on a fuselage. Prop
ellers with increasing pitch toward the tips lose only 2.5 per 
cent when tested on a fuselage. 

Two nomograms an1 five 1ia~r'lms give the 1i:J.meter for rubber props 
::1.nd the 1i <:J meter a.n1 t he p/D ratio for gas propellers. Improving 
the efficiency of propellers were tried. End-plates to decrease 
tip losses and 1.ngles f ::>.s tened to the flat surf:i.ce to prevent rad
ial flow dii not improve effici Ancy. Ducted propellers bive great
er thrust at low spee1s, but their maximum efficiencies fell off 
bee :i.use the dr3.g of the cowling was great er than the gain in thrust . 
Removing the boundary l1yer by the centrifugoJ.l improved the static 
thrust slightly. Serratin~ t l1 e le':iding edge '..l.nd the tr::i.iling edge 
gives hopes for higher efficiency. Th~ question is alw~ys- was 
the improvement due to the design or the thinni11g of the bla.1es. 

~n equ~tion and a chart are given for estima ting t he approximate 
st:i.tic thrust of a propeller. For high p/D r :1tiJs the thrust will 
be lower th:in for lower p/D r:i. t ios, bec<tuse the bl'l de is above 
the st <lling angl~. A di ~gr'lm is given for zero thrust which will 
help to layout the thrust curve. 

The thrust of :i. propeller ch~nges it s iirection in a skid (yaw) 
opposite to th~t of the skid, bec~use the a1vancing blade has a 
larger angle of attack tha n the retreating blad 3 . Its effect is 
asAumed to be that of ~ pla te with a span equ~ l to the ii~meter 
and ~n ~spect r~tio of 8. This in~ic ~tea th';l.t a tractor propel
ler requires an additional stab and fin ar~ae to equalize the ef
fect and that a pusher pr op wi 11 .:tii s t ::J.bi lity or even fly a mode 1 
without a t a il if pl~ced a t a Rufficient distance. 

One condition is regretta.rle, th,i.t propellers a.re not rr;JJ.nufact1.ired 
with gre ':i ter change in 1iameters. The cha?"Jge of a pro p.3 ller fro:n 
8 to 9 inches in diameter incrc~ses t he powe r by 60 per cent, ~ni 
increasing the pitch f r om 6 t:i 8 i~ches increases the power by 
only 30 per cent. Bla.ie width has an infL1etlce on the thr ·..ist <ind 
r.p.m. a t t he start, but if correctly designed the efficiency at 
maximum spe~1 is ne a rly the s '1me. A diagram shows the difference 
in perform".l.nces of a narrow 'J.nd a wi1e bl::ide prope lle r. The ·ld
V'lnt ·, ge of :i wide bl.:i.1e prop is th':l.t its selecti:in is n(> .. •rery 
critical. ThP. diameter an1 the pitch of a very narrow blade must 
be correct to give top perform'lnce. 

A one-bla1er mu~t have a counter-weiv.ht for bal ::i ncing the centri
fug".1.l force ani the one-siaei thrust . ~o prevent vibr'1tions and. 
fricti on losses. In case c ontr a or tandem propellers are used, the 
diameter and. the pitr:h is e s tim1.te'i for half the horse po•1er or 
the di::i.meter i3 estim'l te ·i for the tot 11. power ·1nd the :-i mutipJied 
by .84. 

The outline of g:J.s prope l ler b1'.:.1.:i33 is simil:i.r to the one shown 
in the sketcn. Rubber dri7en propellers use wiier bl~ies in or1er 
to reduce the r.p.m. :.it the st3.rt. Tfiis :n:::i.y ·11so be effected. by 
1esigni.ng the bl'l:ie so it will flex to a hi::;her pitch with the 
high initi ::i.l torque. The ~irfoil section for ~.is props is a 
Cl::i.rk Y with ~ larger nose r~d.i~s an1 the section for a ru~ber 
prop has a c~mber on the under surf~ce. 
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The advantages of folding props over stopped or wind-milling 
props are the lower dr~g and consequently a lower sinkin~ speed. 
Folding props for gas engines must take into consideration 
the high centrifug:J.l force and the bending moment of the thrust. 
The 1.igt:-lnce of the pin must be at least four times its iia.meter. 
bec'Cl.use the shear strength is only 1/10 of the compression etrength 
of the wood use1. If the dista nce is lower metal capping must be 
provided. Many designs for rubber driven folding props are satis
factory. The problem is ~l1rn.ys the slope of the hinge axis. To 
fold a b1a1e to the same level, the axis n:.u'3t be in a. 45 degree 
plane half-way to the fuselage. The slope depends on the angle 
the bla1e should rotate. The slope of the hinge ::i.xis is given by 
a 1iagram a.rd an equation. It may be 'lpprox:imated by taking 70 
per cent of the blade angle. The iirect ion of the hinge axis is 
with the pitch of the propeller. The rubber is kept under tension 
to preventbunching which may upset stability of the model ~ af
ter the remai!ling turns cannot keep the mod.el flying on an even 
level the sh"lft lug hits the stop :ini the prop will fold :iue to 
the air pressure. 

Y.any propell~r 1.esign~ were tried to re1uce the starting burst 
of rubber motors due to their high initial torque. One was a 
prop with two pitch set.tingR actu·1ted by the air pressure. One 
use1 the centrifugal force to increase the 1iameter and the pitch 
by t~e action o ~ a cam an1 the tension of a sprin~. Th~ simpl
est and may be the best one is to design the blade with its flex
ural center behind the 30 per cent di::lgon:d.l 'l.Xi~ of the prop
eller. This will flex the propeller to a hi~er pitch at the 
st art. The ~Jexural center for microfilm propeller blades is con
trolle1 by the size of the lea1ing an1 trai l ing e1ge. 

Gas prcpellers with aijust~ble pitch did not become popular be
ca.mie of tbe initi~l cost, the lack of extr-J. bL.i..des a nd the time 
required to set both blades to the desirei pitch. 

Two diagrams give the efficiencies of propellers with various p/D 
ratios. They in1ic3.te that the best propeller for a. design ·Nill 
not oper :tte a t the highest efficiency of the propeller, except at 
very high p/D ratios. Another paradox that most 11 observing 11 mod-
elers have found to be the fact that the maximum thrust of a prop
eller i:'l flight is not obtained =:Lt the maximum power delivered at 
a high r.p.m.. The hig.hest efficiency is reached at about 1500 to 
2000 r.p.m. below the revolutions for ma.ximu.n power. For proof 
see page 600 

The mat~rial use1 in manuf~cturing prop~Jlers limits the efficien
cy. Aluminum and dur:i l with thin sect ionR give the highest. Next 
is the compressed wood an1 then regul~r propeller~. Metal in
creases th~ e~ficiency by 10 to 12 per cent; metal leading edges 
by 5 to 7 per cent. Thick bl~de shanks (~irplane props) redu-
ce the effi~ j_t~l'lcy by t5 per C '.! n~. Th ·~ gain however is from 3 to 
10 p~r cent if a sp inn~r covers the poor secti~ms. If the prop
eller is lor;ated too clos~ to the wi:i5 or to a rel:itive large 
fuseht;e the effiri ·rncy :Wly fall :is .u.uch as 20 _IJer cent. The 
extended crankcas~ has adde:i to the efficiency of pro-pellers. 
Tests also showed that the high r.p.m. 0f today's e(J.gines L'l
creasa1 the efficiency by r~ducing the p~ ofile irag. The s h arp 
lea.1i:'.'lg edge cf the blaties , that g:i.ve rrux.imum efficiency i"I n-;;t 
in favor by modeler:\. because they may d:a.ma~~ their fing er:.3. 
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FREE-FLIGHT MODELS. Indoor models are for experts. They are not 
only microfilm covered, but aleo must U5e selected, light weight 
balsa for the frame work. The weight of each part msut be the 
same on both sides. A scale illustrated on page 77 can be built 
that may give weights within 1/10,000 of an ounce. A lavout ie 
ehown with diffiensions of a few structural details. Propellers 
are microfilm covered, which ~re 50 per cent lighter than the 
flimsiest balsa prop. Washers and bearings are amde small for 
minLnurn weights. ?fie strength of indoor models is very low, they 
can h3. rdly carry twice their own weight. The maximum camber for 
wing s~ction is at 40~, windtunnel tests however show that a 50% 
distance will improve perform3.nces, The wing should be a high 
wing about 40% chord. di::itance above the thrust line. to reduce the 
required stab area. 

Balsa props are ma.de from e ict r a light balsa, cut an d arranged so 
that the rings are vertical to both of the blade sections. The 
hook distance is 15 inches , the motor is a loop of 16 to 18 in. 
in length and about 50 per cent of the tot ~ l weii:. ht .The durations 
of three wing-fuselage combina tions as sketched ~ave very close • 

Microfilm is made by 3.1. ·1ing a few drops of cas toroi 1 to nitr ·~te 
dope and a few drope poured on water of a temperature of 65 deg. 
The success of ~ contest for indoor models 1epends on an auditor
ium with a 80 to 100 feet ceiling without drop lights ~nd a mini
mU11 of super structure. Low ceilings will reduce the iuration 
by dam-1ging the microfilm prop. 

A general layout for outdoor models shows that the wing should 
be made adjustable for e.g. corrections. A cradle ie ueed if poe~ 
sible to insure a fixed position without misalignment for su~
ceeding flip;hts. Th~ area ie usu~lly limited ~nd an aspect r~t io 
of 10 to 12 may be used if the modeler can expertly_ cove~ a 
narrow wing with a. cambered under surf-'.lce. End.plates on the tips 
add only drag and reduce the dur.~tion. They will however in
crease stability. Airfoils for a slow climb should have high 
cambers and for a fast climb lo·N cambers. 

Fuselages may be square, octagon or round. The duration will not 
vary much if folding props are ueei. The adjustment with a round 
fuselage belongs to the expert. A low pylon will simplfy adjust
ment. 

The tail may have endplates if the aspect ra.tio is low an:l the 
plates are large enough to replace the necessary fin area. The 
3ection is usually a thinned down Clark Y. The tail setting or 
the difference of the zero-lift lines depends on the weather con
ditions; for calm weather smaller setting and the e.g. towards the 
trailing edge and for turbulent weather a greater setting with 
thP. e.g. far forward. Any s~tting will be critical for the ini
tial burst, because the rubber torque is often 10 times the one 
used in level flight. 

A gear drive may be advantageous for unlimited rubber by saving 
weight and friction of a shorter fuselage, which will compensate 
for the weight of the gears and their frictional power. 

R.O . G., rise-off-groun:l type models while at rest in a. norm~i 
at t itude should have no part other than the take-off gear touch 
the ground. This requires a three-point landing gear. 
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FREF. FLIGHT. Models with conimercially produced g'l.s erl6ine were 
flown since 1912. The g~s engine a:ivanced from the throublesome 
interim of spark plug ignition to a simpler glow plug ·J.nd com
press i ·:>n igniti on. The tot3.l weight of a mo:iel reduced fr om a 
pounds to less than 5 ounces. A general design of a gas model i3 
shown witlu. the win.s r e stirg on a low pylon, the engine close to 
the e.g. and th~ ta.il from 25 to 50 per cent of the ~ving area . 
The aspect ratio i3 often as high as 11. If the win~ are~ . i~ 
restricted the airfoil is a C~ark Y and if t~e area i s unlimited 
the aiJ'foil can be a thinned down c1 ~uk Y. The tail is usua lly 
on top of the fuselage and the airfoil 3 6 to ? per cent flat 
bottom section. 

The modeler ha!" ::t l"·axs be en puzz le1 by the better performa nces 
of a R gas over a 1/2A gas job, even if everything waR in pr opor
tion to the 1i!"pla cement. A numerical estimate is ~iven f or both 
mo1els. The duration of the B job will be 35~ higher th tn the 
one for the 1/2A job. The 1/2A j ob ha ~ relatively larger pr op , 
l a r ger fu<0elage, h owever a lower slipstream. The worst offen
der is the stopped propeller on an 1/2A job. Irr.provement may 
be m'l:ie on streamlining the engine, and. fol1in g tha propeller 
when gliding. 

TAIL FIRST (c~nard)- Years ago t h e most popular models for con
tests were the t~il-first twin-propeller push~rs. They were 
flown for :iistance a~d their adjustment were easy because the 
torque an1 the gyroscopic precession were bal~ nced by the coun
ter rotat1ng propellers. in addition pusher propellers are self
stabilizing. The fin area on tail-firsts is replaced by a high 
dihedral of the tail. The higher duration of tractor models soon 
replaced tail-first models and from then on contests were run for 
time instead for ii3tan~e. 

Wind tunnel tests on c :1m.rds were rr.a1e by the Faffel L3.boratory 
an1 ~re shown on p1ge 43. The sr~ci~g of the vectors ~ni their 
ffieg nit~ie give ~ n ~sp ect of their restoring power on th~ longi
t.u'.ii '1 -:.1.l stability. 

':'h ~ r: ?.n3.r1s h :.wc 'l hi5hRr ninki nb speed than the wi11g-~i.r::;t models 
~n1 conRcquently the canards shouli givA a lo~er duration ~han 
th~ stan1ard models if the .slipstrea m effect is not taken into 

ons' 1"'r :· t ion The · t.ail-f1rst models should have at le~st a 4 
~eg~~e ._ 1lffe.r;nce of the zero-lift ~i"les • . Propeller _dr.iven.t .~il
first moiels can ba m~de stable by increasin~ the tail se~t1r.G 
an1 the fin area. A rough graphic construction for locating the 
e .,>;. i3 illustrated. 
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RADIO CO':iTROL, R/c. R:dio controlled rr.o1els should gc i:ito 1 turn 
11vithout jerky .r.10ven:ents when flying, gliding or :living . and return 
to a st r:iiE;ht flight 1fter ruj'ier is neut n.li.zed. It shoul:l have 
a 3 to 4 ft.per sec. climb in a straight flight, a. slight 1escend 
i:'.1 a circling flight r.1.n:l with full rud·ier it should dive. The 
gliding speed. should be suffici·ent to overcome 1. slit;ht breeze in 
or1er to be able to return to the base. 

The average des i gn follows a certain relation of the total weight, 
area ani engine 1ispl~cement, which is givBn by an equation ~nd 
two nomograms. The tota l flying weight is estimated by taking 
t•.v ice the c ombin~d weigh ts of the r adio and. power equipments. 
Th~ resulti YJg structur''l l "teight may give too rigid wings that m~y 
~nap e is ily in a glida-landing. The \Ying section is usually a 
Cl'3.rk Y an1 for . the stabilizer a syrnmetric 'll 0009 to 0010 section. 
The e.g. loc a tion at the 35 t.n 40 ner cent chord distance slightly 
~bove or on the thrustline. To reduce the mass moment of inertia 
the tail ie short coupled and the tail setting has a 8 to ·il de• 
gree difference of the zero lift' lines The t a il and the wing 
should have ~ low aspect r1tio. The t hrustline is offset to 
the right by 2 degrees to neutralize the . torque effect of the en
gine. In a bank the resultant a irforce shouli pa ss close above 
the e.g., which d~mands a very deep fuselage with its masses evenly 
distributed about a line at an upwa r1 slope pa ssing throu~h the 
e.g. 

This sloping line will be the rotating axis about which the model 
will rotate at the instant the rud1 ~ r is oper~ted. First it will 
have a slight skid, the dihe1ral will take effect bankine~ the mo:iel 
with its thrustline pointing outward before it begins to turn. 
Thie outwar1 position of the thrustline prevents the model from 
taking an initial dive which it will io in case the rat~tion is 
about the thrustline. The centroid of the vertic~l control sur
face shoul1 be below the e.g. with a dorsal fin to have st~biJity 
a.t large angles of at tack. The rud ier should be of sut:f ic ient 
width to overcome the shift of the result~nt, the outw~rd yawing 
force of the thrust and especially the precession forces of the 
high speed propeller. 
Manufacturers should give the exact position of the e.g., the 
total weight, the engine and propeller used for the final test. 
Models built from kits by old-timers dived r~ght to the ground. 
Other models built fro~ kits ke~t on flying straight ahead with 
full rudier. An ad·iition of 1/2 inch to the rudder made it one 
of the best rudder-only kit. 

/YEFEREl'ICE~COMPUTllTJON8YNOMOGf1AMS 11l1t1'iiI1 I I I I I I 2L 
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SNOWBANK THEORY. Very interesting observutions may be made by 
watchin~ nature reduce dra6 of an obstacle by minim-..w of work. A 
snow blizzard will etreamli~e an antique car by creating an em
bankment nf snow at the front end of the hoo1 and a sli~ht over
h~ng at the top. In the empty space snow flakes will swirl. This 
wo~k of nature can be d~ngeroos to airplane s enteri~g a region 
where a snow ~torm way be active and clia;atic conditi ons sui tabl1. 
In a short tim~ ice particles will settle on the nose of the win• 
i"'.l a way to reduce the camber of the wing, which will eliminate 
lift. The cross section will depend on the size of the nose and 
if the radi113 is large it will be on two points in the shape of 
shells with two counter rot~ting whirls on the i~side. Another 
kind of streamlinin6 may be seen on poles on a flat eurf:J.ce with 
space left around the pole i~ the shape of a doughnut. In time 
all this free space is filled with snow. This action of nature 
can be applied. to model design to reduce drag of exposed e116inee 
or balloon tires. It was also used in a suggested. design of air
foil sections. A few sketches shows the reduction or the creat
ion of turbulency. 

One raci~g pilot used nature's indication for f~iring a LAIRD 
biplane in 1928 by flying in a downpour an1 wat~hing the col
lection of water at the places to be streamline1. Other places 
were pointed out by darkened spots on the covering ca.used by 
swirling dust particles. 

The profile of airfoil sections c1.n b P. 1ivi :ied into the fe>rm 1rag 
3.ni the friction dr:ig. The r eduction of the form 1rag may be .'J.c
complished by m:Lking the flow turbulent far enou~h forward of the 
body. It may be possible by roughening of the s urf:.lce of the bo
dy. T!lis increase m'3.y be great.er than the decre :is~ in the form 
dro.g if the form dr J.g is only a s1nall p 0rtion of the total drag. 
Thi3 condition takes effect for •~here~ ~t high R.U. as shown in 
two diagrame. It i~ doubtful that thi~ will occur with model 
wings of low thickness ratios. 

Tests with fluid passing through pipes indiGated th .it if the R.N. 
is bel ow a. minimum: turbulenne will not sta:r-t by itself 1.n:i ·l ny 
turbulence started on the outsi1e will convert to laminar flow 
·:i.gain. The question of minimum drag . for 1;.:i.min:.l.r or turbulent flow 
must be 'lnswered by systematic tests. Mathem::i.tical formulation 
of turbulent flow is unpromising except by av~r:.lging tests of sim
il::i. r d-'!s igns •· IYOUtfTllY<j HOLES 

L 
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FLYING WINGS- All etraight flying wings, planks or all-w~ngs 
with a straight or cambered mean line will dive. Many arrange
ments can counteract the 1iving moments. One is to lower the e.g., 
which m9.y work in calm wel!\ther, but the increase of the dr -:..g may 
be gre;iter for the needed structure than for the tail to make it 
stable. Another one is to piace a large fin or two tip fins of 
high :.i.spect r'3.tio a.bov~ the c .g. This desi.;n will work only for 
symmetrical secti on or low cambere i airfoils, because the dr~g 
moment of the fin or fins is not very great. This may work for 
j~ts and especially with puRher propellerB Pusher props are 
st3.ble when oper'lting 3.nd may add to st·1bility in a gliie if 
correctly folied and located at a certain dist~nce. 

The best arr'lngex.ent is a swe~pb1ck of the wings 'ln1 a gr'J.1.U'll 
washout towar1 the tip by about 10 degrees. Thia 1.e~ign cannot 
be c la!'!~e i ci.s ci. true fly in5 wbg bec .'J.U " e p1rt of the ··ring is use·i 
as a stabiljzer. Even the CI.max is reduced. A partial nega
tive dihedral may be the answer. 

A rubber iriv~n model m~1e from a 100 h.p. low aspect ratio fly
ing wing with zero diheiral neeie1 a large dihedral ani an in
creased fin with ::i. large dorsal fin to m'.lkc it stable. The stab
ility was v~ry good the :iuration ho 1'1/evar was lJw. 

There ~re no infor~ation available on successful gas engine dri
ven . straight flying wings without washout. 
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CONTROL-LINE MODELS- The performances of various line controlled 
models are judged for speed, high and low speeds, ~crob~tice, speed 
with a limited fuel supply, combat and some new ones in the ex
perimental stages. 

Modelers shy aw~y from speed job, because souped-up engines 
a.r_e use_d. The preparation of such engines involves a. great 
de'll of machine 'Rork and ruining a few engines. To increase the 
speed 1 models are flown now on a single line. The design for Speed 
is for a minimum frontal area, minim~~ inlet and outlet areas for 
the cooling air and a direct intake of cool air to the engine. 
The 1irection of the exhaust gases and the cooling .air should be 
inline with the path of flight in order to aid the speed of the 
mo1el. The wing area should be sufficient to give a fair land~n~ 
speed, about 50 m.p.h. The tip of the wing should be not over 1/8 
in. and 3/4 taper withe 15:fc thickn~s::; ratio at the center. The 
fuselage sh~u 1 i be be.it to fol low the c ire le. The set ting of the 
zero-lift lines should be about ~ degrees. The camber 10 times 
the CLJin per-cent of the chord. In .case the connections are 
m~ie within th~ wings the speed will increase by about 5 m.p.h. 
The total weight will be about three times the weight of the en
gine, the e.g. at 20t of the chord. Use maple wood and metal skiis. 
The 1r~g of two lines is 70 per cent of the total drag; 10% for 
the wing and 20 per cent for the fuselage. For estimates the drag 
of the lines is -equal to 1/4 of the lines moving with the speed 
of the model. 

The team racers must have a minimum area of 125 sq.in.,a fuel 
tank of one fluid ounce, . 1. 80 l.!U. i'.'1.) m':l.ximu:n capacity ani a 
3.75 by 2 in.minimum fuselage cross section. The contest is 
for a minimum time of a number of laps on 60 ft. linee. The time 
for refueling is included. On engine shut-oft operated by one 
of the lines must be installed. Engine dieplacement ie from .15 
to • •o cu. in. 

Th3 category of stunt mo1els have the greatest nu.>nber of followe!"s 
because anyone who can hold a hanile and follow the model in a 
Gircle will be able to enter a contest: The wing section is a 1~ 
to 1g per cent symmetrical airfoil. L3.ter3.l balance is c.:irrectei 
by ~eights for the weight of the control lines. The c.~. loc~tion 
is at the 20 to 22 per cent of th~ chorJ. The flaps are usually 
extern"11, tapered if for the full le:1gth of' the span. To insure 
l.ater:i.l stahility flap3 3.re only used for hs.lf of the span at the 
center section, because the flapped wing will stall 2 to 3 debrees 
ahead of the tips. The tail i~ at a very short distance and with 
a zero setting of the zero lift lines. 

Combats are arranged to cut off pap er strips at tac he.ii to the moie 1. 
The wing are~ is about 80 per cent of the regular stunt mo1els or 
just pl9. i.n flying wings· Sozr.e ucie plywood rudder a.nd eildpJ.ates 
sh1irpere d to cut the streamer1 if missed by the propeller. Also the 
c~nter line of the gpan is movei about 10 per cent toward the in
side of the circle. 

The CARRIER DECK EVENT MODl!LS. This contest gives the contest
an1 three points for each mi le dif fere nee betv1ee n the high speed 
an1 the low speed flying ? laps for each speed. In ~ddition 100 
points for a scale copy and 100 points for a hooked landing on a 
simul~te1 carrier deck. Th tot~l weight of the model will be 
about 70 times the cu.in. d splacement in ounces. The wi?\g will 
weigh about 5.5 oz./10<0 ~q. n. A .35 cu.in. will do the job. 
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SLIPSTRgAM- Th~ ac celerated air behin1 the prope 11er is the 
slipstream, which incr~ases the drag of partg in its wake. The 
sJipstream is not evenly distributed over the prope ller disc area 
and is not pas sing directly to the rear. The inclined propel-
ler blades give the slipstream a slightly helical motion. The 
fin due to t~i s spiral movement is often off set to prevent the 
~oiel from turning to the left. In flight the angle

1
at ad~ t~nce 

equals to the diameter of the propeller, is about 1;20. The bene
ficial effect of the slipstream is used for adj us ting the longi
tu1 i nal stability by increa sing the upforce or the 1oNnforce of 
the sta.bilizer. The upforce is usual ly used to eliminate the 
looping tendencies . of pylon gas models and a balance is obtained. 
when the thrust time s the distance to the e.g. is e qual to the 
ad1 i tional lift time s the distance to the tail. 

The velocity of the slipPt ream can be estimated f or static or 
flying prop~l1ers with the given equations and nomograms. The 
slipstream of ths flying propeller cannot be highe r than the on~ 
found f or the st a tic propeller. The thrust for estimating the 
slipstream i~ obtained by a nomogram given in the propeller sect-
ion . Usually only a portion of the s t ab is affe cted by the slip-
stream and the es tima te of the effect b ecomes more comp lica tei when 
the directi on of the slipstream changes in a ci r cling f l ight. 

The a lii:;s tream has a. pulsating flow, which i ncreases with the nu.il• 
ber of blades. This however also 1ecre<i.ses the effic i ~ncy of the 
propeller. This seems to be cont raciictory to the use of multi
blad~ra on airplanes,wbich ha s it s answe r that t ae diameter is li
mited by the Mach number (speed of 3ound) and the available power 
ruust be absorbed by the increase of t~e total blad3 ~rea. 

To eliminate the increa se of the drag by the sl ipetre~m. pusher 
propellers are used. They aid stability and may increase the 
eff i ciency of thP- wing if in line with the downwash. 

The slipstream will incre ase the lift of the wing if the propel-
ler is ~l~c e 1 ahead of the le~1ing edge and will decre~ s e the l i ft if 
placed slightly below the wing. Placing the propeller in front of 
the wing ma y 1ela,y the stall due to the reduction of the angle of 
attack by the resultant of the ~ lying s peed and the veloci~y of the 
~lips t ream. '3.nd cone !q_U!nt ly the tips may sta ll ahead of the c e n
t~r of the wing, re1ucing the lateral st ability. 

In ~ rare case a con1 ition ma} arise in whi c h the change of the 
thrustline t o the ri ght will turn the model t o t he left. This 
i~ possible if a large flat surface area lies ~head of the e. g . 

WIND T{JNNELS. S:ria ll wind tunnels are very ,.w e fu J for comparing 
component parts ~nd for elimin~ting poor design 1etails. They 
are excellent for ~d ucational purposes. Open throat tunnels ei.re 
tetter tha n venturi type ones. A 1/4 h.p. motor driving a. 14 
inch f~n ~ill give an airepeed over 30 ft.p.sec., which is suf
f i c ie nt for d t: a igning light airplanes. All small tunnels ar e 
turbulent. 
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LOCATION OF THE CENTER OF GnAVITY. The attraction of the earth 
is indicated hy the gravitational forces acting on the masses of 
the model. If any mass is allowed to drop without the ~r~g of 
the air it will acceler1te by about 32.2 f.p.sec. The resultant 
of all gravit~tional forces will pa.as through the e.g. Balanc
ing the mo1e 1 hor:l zontally the line through the c. g. is ea.a ily 
locate1. For eaay adjustment the e.g. location should be obtain
ed on the sideview by balancing the moiel with the wing in a ver
tical position. This will give the distance of the e.g. to the 
thrustline ~nd to the baseline of the average chord of the wing. 
This point shouli be given in all plans of manufactured kits. 

The e.g. of a plain glider ig locatei on the air result~nt of 
the wing and. the tail that gives the lowest sinking spee1. By 
aiding the drag of the fuselage and the rudder the location of 
the e.g. will not change,the slope of the resultant however will 
be ste~per. This 71ell defined position of the e.g. does not hap
pen on a pylon job because the resultant will change considerab
ly with the a.d:iiti.on of th~ dra.~ forces of fuselage and la.n:iing 
ge~r. Therefore the location of the e.g. will depend 0n the ie
sign a.n1 on the mag:mtude of the adiition:::i.l irag of each unit. 
YearB ago when aijustment was not so simple ~ni competition w~s 
not so keen corrections were maie by wrapping solder wire arouni 
landing gears or increase the si:z.e of the wheels to eliminate 
climbing moments. 

The drag of the deflected rudder on a radio controllei model 
affects the longitu:iin:il stability. In case the drag res!..tltant 
p~sses below the e.g. the model will :iive ani if it passes ~bove 
the c.g~ ·the moiel will climb; the effect may be hu.rily noticea.ble. 
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BIPLANES. The adv~ntages of a biplane is its concentration ~f 
areas and masses, which makes it one of the best stunt control 
line model and also the easiest to adjust. Change of the stagger 
and the decalage give very versatile wing combinations. Stagger 
improves stability a.nd if a 4 degree decalage is given to the 
upper wir~ the biplane becomes st~ble by itself, ~s shown in a 
vector diagram. In case this arrangement is changed by moving 
the lower wing farther to the rea.l!' it converts into the basic 
combination of a light plane known y~ars ago as the ":flying 
Flea", with the lower wing used for an elevator control, often 
with ~isastrous results. Increasing t~e distance of th~ lower 
wing the biplane en1s up as a tandem with reduce1 efficiency due 
to the downwash from the main wing. 

TORQUE AND COUNTEq TOR~U~- The counter-torque is the reaction 
of the engine or the motor ~hich drives a propeller or any other 
unit of propul~ion. The counter torque will roll the mo1el to the 
left if the propelJer is a right-h~n1 propeller used as a tractor. 
The counter torque is usually denoted as the torque of the drive. 
To overcome the rolling moment an equal moment of opposite sign 
must be created. On~ metho1 is to offset the wing to the left 
and set the ru1der to the right. Another arrangem~nt is to bend 
the boom carrying the tai] to the left. The lift of the tail 
and the new location of the e.g. will give the model the required 
right-han1 moments. These adjustments are for indoor models 
with a single bearing. For outdoor models the correction is 
made by off-s et ting the thrustline to the right with the rudder 
set to the left for left-h:i.nd turning glide. For left-hand glide 
the nt~b i~ tilted with the rig.~t side down or with the wing 
down on the left side. Tilting the wing is very sensitive due 
to the great moment arm. The C1.djustment of the thrustline is 
about 2 to :3 degrees. An eq_uation is given for est izr.ating the 
off-set l\ngle. 

In case the pylon i~ low the torque and the gyroscopic moments 
a.re fairly balanced t11.:.! rudder is set for a left-hand turn. The 
model climbing in a slow spiral does not need a tri.rust a.:ljust
ment. Auto flaps are effective at the take-off an:i in a glide, 
but in a steep climb they do not affect the spiral. Th~ flap is 
loosely hinged made of thin aluminum, attached to the left panel. 

Th.e counter-torque of helicopter models were balanced by the slip
stream acting on three vanes having 1/7 camber ratios. They ~ay 
not work for very high pitch settings. 
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STABILITY. A flying model should keep on its intended p~th. Any 
deviaticn should be corrected by a force that will return it to 
its original position. The mo~el will rotate about its e.g. at 
t he instant it is disturbed. This restoring by an airforce is 
stability. There is no PENDULU18 stability. 

To simplify investigation of 5tability only three main axes about 
which the model will rotate are to be considered. The movement 
about th~ lateral axis for longitudinal stability, about the ver
tical axis for directional stability and about the longitudinal 
axis for lateral stability. 

Th~ restoring airforce must locate in the direction of the change. 
Three sketches indicate their iocations. The restoring velocity 
deper.ds on the magnitude of the force times its distance from the 
e. g ., its weight distribution and on the general de~ign . of the 
model. If the restoring moment is t oo large or too small the model 
is unstable. With too large a rolling mon:ent the mo·:iel will flip 
over, too large ya\Wi.ng moment the model goes into a spiral dive 
an'.i with a too great p-{tc_h.in€; moment the model will loop or dive. 
With the correct amount of restoring moments the model will have 
sm~ll oscillations about their axes, which is an in1ication of 
dyn~mic stability. MomentR are positive if they incr~ase the 
angle of attack and negative if they decre~se the angles. Climb
ing moments are positive and. 1.iving moments negative. 

Plotting the moments or their coefficients for various angles of 
attack will give a line which has a certain slope. The magnitude 
of the slope is iniicative of the dynamic stability of each speci
fic dP.sign. The point where the sloping line in~ersects the zero 
moment line is the angle of trim, the angle at which the model 
will fly on a n even keel if conditions are fair. 

LONGIT UnINAL STABI LITY.- An airfoil with a cambered mean line 
is unstable, its resultants move forward with increa~e of angle. 
Lowering the c. g. may make the mode 1 stab le in ca lin weather. If 
the camber is small, a large, high a&peet ratio fin slanting back
warde may give stability by the positive momente created by the 
drag of the fin. 

The eimplest means to make a win~ st~ble ie to place a tail in 
front or in the rear. The tail or stabilizer placed in back of 
the wing is more efficient. The incidence angle or the stab ie 
always smaller than the one for the wing. This setting increaees 
the moments faster than the ones created by the wing, a moment 
balance cal l ei longitudinal stability. 

Many methods are possible for obtaining numerical values for Ghe 
moments. All are only approximations and especially the ones 
calculated for dynamic stability. The graphic method used in the 
early stages of airpl1.ne designs can be applied to model design 
i~ which the e.g. i~ well below the wing. ~omogra.ms, ali ~nment 
charts are very useful for e ta.bili ty calcul3. tions of ?&ode le with 
the wing, fuselage, tail and thruatline on the same line. Uoment 
calculations are ba sei on the dist~nce of the e.g. to the air re
eultants, on the magn~t~de of the air forces, on the area and on 
the dynamic pressure, q. Usually in comparing moments the dyn3.mic 
pres uure i s omitted. 
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The propeller mome nt s ar e estima te1 by an equat ion or a nomogram 
!h~t give tha value for one degree of yaw. To obta in the fuse
lage momente the maximum cross sectional area and the length are 
use ·'l. ln summation t h e moments ~ the plus a n:i the minus signs s hould 
be cons idere d. 

A graphic me t hoi uses a p lan or a scale d- down :ira w i ng on which 
the CL ani the CD coefficients are plott ed for var i cus 'J. ngles of 
the wing, with an interva l of two, three or even four degrees. 
Similar layouts are m~ie for the fuselag e a nd the stabilizer. The 
relative angles between the units mus t be coordina t ed, especial
ly the effect of the downwash muet ~e consider8d when plotting 
t he vectors of the t a il. Ad:ling all moments for :j, c ert a in a!lble 
of at t3.ck, di vi ding it by the wing a.re a and by t he wing chord, 
the pitching moment coeffici ent is obtained. To f i nd the ~ctual 
moments in oz.in. the s ~~ of t he moments is mutipl i ed by the dy
nami c pressure a nd divided by 9. 

In caee a drawing ie not available the diagrams on page 40 should 
be used and the positions of the e.g. are located on the diagrams. 
The diagram for the wing ie based on an A.R. of 6. Two sets of 
vectors are plotted; one set givee the resultants of the lift and 
induced drag coeffic i ents; the other gives only the direction of 
the profile drag coe f ficient, because the coeffic ient is assumed 
to be constant. Two diagrams are ~iven for esti~ating the effect 
of the fuselage. For any powered model use the diagram for the 
rectangular fusealge . The diagram for the wheels is based on a 
drag coefficient of 1 .00 o 

In all estimates the shortest distance from the c.~. to the vec
tor is used. The mome nt or the moment coefficient is positive ~ 
if it tende to increas e the angle and it is neg~t ive if it causee 
the decreaee of the angle . The pitching moment coefficient is 
obtained by measuring the dietance and multiplying it by the val
ue no~ed on the vector . One such moment is found for t he lift veo· 
tor and one for the profile drag coefficient. Adding to these 
two moment coefficient e the Cmac and mutiplying i t by the chord 
and the area of the wi ng the factor for one angle is 1etermined. 
The eame procedure ie fol l owed for the other anglee O!· the wing. 

The factor for the fuselage is obt a ined by me a suring the distance 
and multiplying it by the dr~g coefficient, by the va lue on the 
vector, by the length and by the cross-secti onal a rea of the fuse
lage. A simila r method is 1..13ed for estimating the f actor for the 
wheel or wheels by t a king thP, 1istance and multiplying it by the 
1ia~et~r '3.nd by t he c ross-sectional area. The prop factor is ob
t~ i ne i from the nomogr am on page 40. The tail f actor is found by 
the nomogram on page 41. Summing the f~ctors for each angle a.n1 
di vHing tnem by t he wing chor1 ·'ii.nd the wing area, t he pitching 
moment coefficients s.re determined. Plotting the coeffi~iente 
againRt the s.ngles of a tt ~ck an1 connecting the points, a line 
is obts.ined whose slope is indicative of the dynami c stability 
fo r each specific d~si~n. To estimate the actual moments in 
oz.in. the sum of al l factors i9 multiplied by the dynamic pres
sure and divided bv 9. 

In caee the thruetline is at a dist ance from the e.g . the factor 
can be calculated wit h the equatione if the speed of the model ie 
aesumed. In the above eetilll3.tes the slipstream effect ie neg
lected. 
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Another method uees a greater amount of mathematical operatione. 
The wing and the tail momentfactore are eetimated by equations 
and nomograme given on page 41. The propeller factor ie eetim .. 
ated by a nomogram on the page 40. The fuselage moment factor 
ie omitted. 

Dynamic stability can be estimated by finding first the neutral 
point th~t is a location about which the static mome nts of the 
wing a nd the tail 1re the same for all angles of attack. The 
distance to the neutral point iA from the a.c. Subtracting a cer
t'lin distance, ca] led the st·:ltic margin, shouli give the location 
of the e.g. for dyn-~mic st.J.bility. The static margin is about 
15 to 25 per cent of the chor1. An equation is given for close 
est i:..n8. te of the neut r1l point. For approxim,1 ti on 3. nornogram m:ly 
be used, which is plotted by assuming that a few variables are 
constant. The static margin should be obtained for ~ach specific 
design. It ie obvi cus thu. t st~ t ]c m:ugin iecreases as the dist
anc e of the wing from the fuselage incre:i.ses. 

Vector diagr~m3 1 illuetrated on a following page were taken from 
the reports of the Eiffel L~boratory 1915,give the airforces of 
regular and t1ndem combin~tions, and the loa1s carried on the 
tai 1. 

Nomograms on page 42 are for finding the neutral point of a model 
withe e.g. inline with the propeller a.xis, the wing and the fuse
lage. The expoflei engine ro'3.y ch·:inge the loc ·-iU en of the c ·!S·, 
b~c3.use it will eive a. certJ.ir. clirr.bing moment, whic1'1. is balanced 
by moving the e.g. slightly ~head . 

J'o obt ,:i.in the e.g. loc:i.tion of a ccntrcl-line flyir.g •r1ing with 
the aid of nomogra~s. it is as$~med th~t the area and the aspect 
rati o of the wing ani the tail a.re the same, and that the dist
ance is taken from the ~14 point to the elevator. Tne chord of 
th~ elevator shouli be at least 15 per cent of the win~ chord. 
The location of the c.l. on a flyine saucer can be assumei to be 
at 22 to 24 per cent of the maxiffiu.m chord. 
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DIRECTIONAL STABILITY. Directional st~bility is not only the re
storing effect of vertical surfaces that keeps a model from yaw-
1~ but also to keep it intentionally in a circling position. The 
resultant sideforce of th~ balancing moment should pass just above 
the e.g. This sideforce could be created by large vertical sur
faces placed above the c .g. but the same effect could be obtain
ed by a slight lateral (dihedral) angle of the wing. This in
terchange of wing dihedra l for the necessary vertic 1l surface ef
fect brings the fin and the dihedral in a direct relation. 

The size of the fin depends on the relative location of the wing, 
the fuselage , the propel ler , the gyroscopic forces and many other 
disturbing forces. Fuselage and fin tested separately did not 
give the same result wit h the fin att~ched to the fuselage. This 
relation uakes estimate of the fin area an approximati~n not only 
!or the model iesigner but a.lso for the large airpl·.ine :iesigner. 

The area of the fin depen:is on its aspect ratio, The higher the 
aspect ratio the greater the effect, as i llustra t ed in a diagram. 
It indicates that an aspect ratio higher than 4 will only add we it?]l t ; 
especially to models with low wing loading. The dynamic stability 
will depend on the weight distribution, the moment of inerti~ of 
th~ nasses. The dorsal fin is not included in the estimate of 
the fin because it action st~rts only afte r the yawir.e; angle p~s
ses 20 degrees as given in a diagram. For approximation for each 
specific design a nomogram gives the fin ~rea in per cent of the 
wing area if the span and the 1istance to the fin is known. Two 
diagrams shows the interaction of fin ~rea an1 dihedr al angle. 
If the fin area is too large the model will go into a spiral 
dive if it~ too small it will have a dutch roll, wea ving from 
one si1e to the other. A slight dutch roll is pr~ferred. 

The fin area required to balance all yawing moments Nill give 
only neutral st~bility, to which 5 to 10 per cent area is added 
for dynamic st°abiiity .- - .The yawing moments- of an- ·oval fuselage 
are sL~ll and therefore the estimate of the required fin area 
must be accurate. Designing and adjusting models with oval or 
round fuselages are only for experts. 

Twin ru1d..~rs should only be use1 if the height is at le.ast half 
of the stab chord an1 the aspect ratio of the stabilizer is low. 
In any case it shoul1 be 20 per cent higher than a single fin. 
To reduce the i~terference drag of a single fin a Vee-tail or 
butterfly tail is used which gives the combined effect of the 
horizontal st~b ~n1 the vertical fin. An equation is given for 
the estimate of the dihedral angle nf the tail. c~re shoul1 be 
taken not to make the angle higher - than 15 degrees. 

R~dio controlle1 models use a portion of the fin for a rudder 
for performing most of the flying patternq a model c~n do with 
the a11ition of elevator control. The rud1er should be ~erody
namically and statically weight balanced. The rudder should be 
an exte nsion of a symmetric~l section. Many ru11ers have failed 
to overc ome the gyro forces of an over-running propeller in a 
straigr.t or spir~l dive. 
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C'fl:NTRIFUGAL FORCE. A mod~l in a curved flight path is subject to 
-9. centrifugal force (c.f. }, which is con~idered to be acting 
through the e.g. In a steady circular flight the c.f. is usually 
balr!.nced by aerodyn::.i.mic forces or by the tension of the lines held 
hy the modeler. ~quating the .veig:1t 1Nith the c.f. t,he s_pe e ri i~ eli
minat<:!d and the rad.ius of a loop i3 f c un1 to be ~ IiJ.nct1on of wing 
loa1.ing a.n1 the CL. Therefore the sma11 est diameter of a loop 
wiJ 1 be ::i~rformed if the model flies vrith the< s.nt!,le of CI.mix. The 
power ho~ever must be sufficient to generate 1 lGop. Th~ centri
fugal forc e is reduced on tcp of the loop by the weight of the 
model and increased at the bottom. 

Tr.eoretica.lly the model should fol : ow a descending oval . Many 
times however fre~ flight mode l s made ascending loops 1,1e to the 
increase of the propel le r thrus t in the upward flight. The .i:-rop
eller thrust may fini~h a loep without the aid of the c .f. 

~quations and a nomogram for estimating the c.f. a r! g iven. On~ 
is to give appr oximate estim1.te for the di2.me ter of the steel 
wires used in c ontrol line fligh ts;. Too stress is ':ls s ume:i to be 
150,000 pounds p.sq.in. i f the W9ightJthe l ength of the line and 
the velocity of the model are known. Som3 of the wires, the ge-

nuine piano wire may go a s high -as 230,000 p.s.i. 

GYROSCOPIC FORCES- The force cre'l tei by the 8.ngu l :J. r movem~nt 
of the :1.xis of rQt 'l ting bo1ies, ~11ch as propellers, engines ':1.n1 the 
mo:iel its~lf, is the gyroscopic moment, which acts 90 :i~gre~s to 
its fo rced displacement in th"! dir~tion of the rot(;ltion. If tho. 
1isplac ing force is steady the axis of the masses will follow the 
surface of a cone, its velocity is the precession and the rate it 
may straighten out is the nutation. 

To visualize the direct ion the rota ting axis wi 11 ieflec t, a 
finger is pressed a.gain3t a rotating pencil, which moves into 
the direc tion of the gyroscopic moment. Thus the gyro force of 
a right-hande:i propeller mak~s the model climb in a left turn and 
div~ i~ a. right-hand turn. The model turns to the left if its 
nose is turned downw~ri and turns to the right is its nose is 
turned upwari. The gyro force is one of the MAI~ force affect
ing the flying cha.racteristices of propeller driven models in a. 
climb. 
Two general equation2 a re given for estim.';i.ting gyro morr.ents. A 
nomogr~m will ai~ - in fin1ing th9 - gyr o f orce of an ~ver~g~ w~ight 
propell9r :J.nri of a 1/32 in. thick steel plci.te . For a heavier pl:i.te 
the gyro force is in direct proportion to it s th ickness . For 1ur 1l 
discs use only 1/3 of the forces estimated. 

In order to us e th q equations th~ moment of in9rti q-I-or the wei ght 
of the body with its raiius of gyrati cn abou t it3 axis of rotati cn 
must be known. Th 9 radiu~ of gyrati on c~n b9 found by the bifil~r 
suspengion m;thod. Th e time iniic ~ tei in th~ equati on is f or one 
full free axial, back-~ni-forth swing in seconds. The l ength of 
the lines should be at lea.st 10 times their spacing. The moment 
of inertia should be car9fully inv~stigated for r~dio contro l 
moiels. The I ma y be also c~lle1 th~ weight 1istribut i on. 

Testing a 5 ft. propeller-driv9n h~ licopt er ,the gyrosc opic moment 
was mistaken for t he t orque of the electric motor a ni the power 
estimqted to b"! 2 h.p., whic h was im~ossible because it was only 
a 1/8 h.p. mot or. Re l ocating the motor the gyro f orces v;r; elim
inqted from the torque met~r ~ni the ri ~ht answftr was obtained. 
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DIHEDRAL. A banked straight wing will sideslif due to the result
ant of lift and weight of the model. The resultant will, within 
liffiits, not move and the wing will keep on diving. Vertical sur
faces placed on top of the wing will create small righting moments 
not sufficient for safe flying. 

Greater moments are obtained by giving the wing a lateral angle, 
called a 1ihedral. In a sideslip a dihedraled wi~~ increases its 
angle of ~ttack on the downwine and decreases it on the upwing. 
Two equations and a nomogram give the increas e. The dihedral may 
be 100% or less of the semispa.n. A numerical example shows the ad
vantages of a tip dihedral and the poor showing of a vertical sur
face equal t o the projected wing. The coffiparison is for one wing 
only. The height of a vertical surface must be at least 40% of 
the span to give the same moment as a wing with a 10 degree di
hedral. Square tips give greater moments than round tips. ~qual 
moments ar ~ obtained by a 100'.t semi-span with a 10 d. egr~e iih~:i
ral, a 501 semi-span with a 15 degree 1ihedral ~nd a 25% semi
s pan witha 25 degr ee dihedral. The dihedral of a 25fo semispJ.n 
may be increas ed to 45 degree for greater moments. To estirr.ate 
the moments the distancg must be tak en to the e.g. of the moiel 
an1 subsequently the higher the wing the g reater the righting 
moments. Normal 1ihedral will not increase the gliding angle but 
it will slightly 1ecrease the lift. 

Dih8dral setting of the wing in cooperation with the fin gives 
lateral stability agai nst gusts, torque and gyroscopic moments. 
Equ~ tion s a n~ a nomogram ~ive 1ihedral angles for gas, rub be r ani 
!?li~ ers. No safe dih~dral can be given for rubber mo1els t o c_o un
teract the maximatL1 torque of a rubber motor weighing over 50% of 
the total we ignt of the model. A wing with~ zero 1ihelral has 
ac tua lly a 2 de gree effective slope. At very l~rge angles of ~t
tack the zero 1ihedral wing will give greater moment s than the 
wing with dihedral. A negative dihedral, cahedral may produce 
the so elusive lateral stability of flying wings. 

Tests on a radio control model.g~ve perfect smooth flying with 
a 4 degree dihedra l. Increasing .. to 6 1egreesi stunting with ru:i
d~r-only b~came easier. The amount of dihedral, fin area an1 e.g. 
position will be sp~cific on any design category. 
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TAKE-OFF DISTANCE. Some models wlll take off without any rol
ling on the ground, others need a. long starting run. The distance. 
depends on the design.wing loading power loading, thrust at the 
take-off and the re5ulting velocity of the slipstr~~m. 

Propellers of high powered free-flight models usually huve a thrust 
greater than the weight of the mo:lel, which m-~Y lift the model 
off the ground, if the angle of the wing an1 the angle of the 
thrustline are over 15 degrees. This direct take-off will depend 
on the streamlined fuselage and on the cowled engine, because the 
drag of the parts affected by the slipstream reduces the result
ing thrust, which is not sufficient for a non-run take-off. The 
take-off distance from a smooth surface is approximated by an 
equaticn, which includes the static thrust of the propeller. 

CI.IMB PATTERN A well designed and adjusted mo:lel will climb to 
the left, straight or to the right, and after the power ie cut 
will glide to ths left. The reason for the left glide is to take 
adv':l.;1tage of the ever present thermals. The highest altitudes 
are reache:l with models climbing with a slow spiral. 

The clirr.b pattern depen:ls mainly on the distd.nce of the e.g. to 
the thrustline and also on the distance of the c.~. to the wing 
chord. In a steep climb the aerodynamic lift is reduce -i and two 
forces will decide on the pattern, the torque moment and the gy
roscopic moment of the fast running propeller. The final pattern 
is fixed by the air forces of the rotating model about a vertical 
axis. The rotating model creates additional gyro forces which 
realy complicates the problem. 

All models are set for a minimum sinking spee~ in a glide. This 
settipg has a large difference of the zero-lift lines, which gives 
the tail a negative angle of attack in a steep climb. This un
wanted drag can be reduced by climbing in a slow spiral, which 
may even place the t~il into a zero angle of attack and give the 
mo1el a maximum cliff.bing velocity. 

J.. mo1P.l with a shoul:ier or top wing has its thrustline close to 
the e.g. If the moiel is not a1justei, it will, after take-off, 
due to the torque moment, bQ.nk to the left.. T~1e gener'1ted gyro 
forces will press the nose upa.r1, circling to the left. The c.f. 
may flip over the model to the left side and dive in 3. tight spi
ral with the aid of the torque and gyro forces. 

To adjust a mo1el for a climb to the left in order to take advan
tag~ of tre nose-up ten:iencyof the gyro forces a wash-in is given 
to the left wing and to meutralize the torque a rieht turn i ~ given 
to the fin. A slight left directi.on to the thru:Jtline forcP. ::; the 
model into a left climb. Left turn adjustment of pylon job~ is 
a chalenge to many old-timers. 
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A model with a high or pylon wing has the thrustline at a distance 
frorr. the c .g. ani from the chord of the wing. If the rtodel takes 
c.iff in a straight line it will turn un·ier the influence of the 
torque to the left. ThiR turning produces precession that fo~ces 
the rr.odel into a circling to the rii?;ht, and the same tirre adds 
gyro forces to the counter rot1ting model. This rotation cf the 
m9del is retarded by the drag of the wing. 

Th~ adjustm~nt i3 usually a right-h~nd thrust ani a left-h~nd 
fin. Down thru~t m'l.y i".'lcrease epiraling. Some design:.;rs silggest 
a slight wash-in of t he left wing. 

In a spiral of a hi6h-thrust pylon ,job th·:? propeller axis describes 
~ c0ne,with the e .g. and the wing on the inside. This conical 
rotation may increase to ~uch an ex:ten1 tlila.t the revolutions of 
the prop are reduced and the mod~l stops climbin~. Th~ wing ro
tating on the inside of th3 cone gives a lower d.ru.g tha.n rotating 
it on the outside. Giving the prop axis of <:. stick mode 1 s uffi-
c i·~nt downthru3t to pd.SS over the e.g., the model will climb with 
a sJow spira l, with the e . g . on the inside of the cone, ·.rnd. the 
wing and the prop axis on the outside. 

Sketches show the climb of models wit h pylon and h i gh wings, Also 
sket:: hes give the positions of a wing rot:i.ting on the inside and 
on the outside . Two equ~tions give the expected revolutions of a 
model with the wing on the insi de. 

The upward spi r a ling is also affected by the r elative position of 
th · ~ propelJer a.xis Cln1 the minimum inerti'.l. 'lXis. The lower the 
angle difference; the higher the number of counter revolutions. 

The ~ero1yn:1mic ou•1li tie ~ of a pylon job has small effect on the 
climbin2: velocity. The pylon mo1el fli~s with the thrust -l-n1 the 
gyro force9 of the prop . 

It is apparent that the dist<Jnce of the thrust.line t() the c.g, 
decides on the flight p1ttern. The torque predominates onIT.o1~ls 
with a small distance to the c.~. , a nd. with a gre'J.t di stanc~ the 
gyro fore 93 t'lke 0ver. To take ~:i. dv<:1.nta.ge of the helpful gyro-
f orces and balance them partly by the toraue. ~model c:i.n be de
signed by placing the wing on a 'l ow pylon an:i the rudder below 
the fuselage in order to have the axis of miniffium moment of in
ertia is at angle with the thrustline. This model may not need 
thrust a~ju§tment, but mu3t hav~ a left-h~nd fin set ting. The ~f
fect of the gyro forces of hi;;h speed propellers is the reason for 
reducing the r.p.m. on radio controlled models. 

UP-GUSTS. Up-gusts will influence the stability of models , be
c~usP. they do not reach the complete model at the s~me time. They 
reach the wing ahe~d of the stabilizer and if the e.g. is behind 
the air resultant the model will balloon, and if the e.g. is a
head of the resultant the gusts will :iecrease the dongle of attack 
an:i in some designs the model will fly on an even level w i. th a 
slight oscillation, the mo:iel is jynamic~lly stable. 
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SPIRAL STABILITY. Models may circle on the end of a line or in 
a free-flight attitude. Control-line models require only hori
zontal stability, which is often replace1 by the dexterity of the 
operator. Spiral stability covers a large section of the gene
ral stability problem. 

Free-flight models will rotate about an axis through the e.g. 
which has the lowest mass-moment x dist~nce value. The first 
force ''lcting on a model starting a circling flight is the c.f., 
which causes the model to skid and consequently increase the 
lift on the outer wing. This places the mo1el into a. bank, 
followed by 1ownwa.rd spiraling, which woulj bee ome tier;hter if 
a rolling moment started on the inside wing is not adequate to 
keep the model on an even keel. 

In a steady circling flight the outside wing has a smaller angle 
and a higher velocity than that of the inner wing. In a bal
anced condition the ~esultant air forces should meet at the line 
of symmetry passing through the e.g. Also the resultant of the 
c.f. and the gravitational forces should balance the air forces. 
This is an ideal bal:i.nce of forces in which the fin moment may 
be equal to the propeller and fuselage moments. The torque and 
gyro moments need additional corrective measure to balance their 
effect. In an ideal circling flight, known to pilots of light 
planes, the ya.wing moment of the fin is equal to the combined 
moments of the propeller, the fusel:1ge - and the wing. 

A model etalle in a straight glide and flies in a. large circle 
to the left and with power on, however it stalls flying to the 
right. If moving the thrustline closer to the e.g. (downthrust) 
and the action of the slipstream cannot be ma.de to correct the 
etall, the model should be adjusted to fly in a smaller circle. 
A iiagr.:im shows the moments of a mod.el with t.11.e thrustline be
low the e.g. causing a positive (stalling) moment of 12 oz.in. 
The effective t a il setting is minus 6 degrees when flying in a 
stra ight line. Adjusting the model to fly in a 60 ft. circle 
the stabilizer will add a 12 oz.in. negative moment, which was 
obtained by the change of the t ailangle from minus 6 degrees 
to minus 4 degrees. In ca se sma ll·er ci-rcles azte required for 
st'l bi li ty the reserve power a.n1. the vert ic '11 component of the 
lift forces mu<1t be sufficie"nt for a ba.nke1 flight. 

Another case of spiral stability oocurs when a model flies into 
a. rising air column. This rising air (thermal) moves upwur1 to 
the right in a slow spir~l. A model reaching this column of 
circling ai r will reduce its tail setting by increasing the lift 
on the tail, whi~h makes the model dip immediately. This div-
ing is the result of the movement of the vectors tow·:i.rd the trail
ing edge due to the reduction of the tail sett if16. This places 
the c.~. in balance with a. result:int of a. smaller an~le of attack 
of the tail, wh_ich increases the gliding and the sinking · speeds. 
Two diagrams sho1N the two position of' balance. After the model 
reaches the thermal and. the diameter CDf the rising air is suit-
able for a balance it may stay with the riser. The high peri
pheral velocity of the riser will give the model a large bank
ing angle. 
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Too high direction~l. weathercock stability will result in a 
spiral instability. In crease of the fin area shouli follow 
with an increase of the dihedral angle. The increase of the 
dihedral i~ of less influence on directional stability than the 
increase ~f the fin area. Spiral instability is e~sily observed 
by longer spir~ls in the direction of the disturbance. Due to 
the everpresent thermals some models are stable to the left and 
others flying to the right. 

In circling the ratio of rolling moment and yawing moment is dif
ferent for each kind of design. The rolling moment is proportio
nal to the lift coefficient and the yawing moment to the change 
of iniuced drag. The greater the r~tio the faster the recovery. 
The ratio shows that the recovery increases with the increase of 
the aspect ratio of the wing. This however does not give the 
real condition of dynamic recovery, which must use the function 
of mass distribution, the moment of inertia of the wing in the 
equation. The moment of inertia is in direct relation to the 
aspect ratio, and the rolling moment ie affected in a great er 
amount than the yawing moment is. therefore dividing the ratio 
by the aspect ratio an equation is obtained that f a vors lower 
aspect ratio for recovery, a characteristic observed by pilots 
of racing planes. The equation also indicates that the recovery 
is ~lower with increase of the angle of attack. 

A fast diving, spiraling model is the outc ome of an oversized fin, 
a low dihedral or a low tail setting. This kind of diving is ob
served when flying indoor gliders in the outdoor. This spiraling 
does not signify spinning, which is the descend of a model ~t an 
angle past the stall angle on the inside wing. Diagrams shows 
the inclination to spinning of a rectangular wing and a-wing 
~ith rounded tips. Another diagram give the range of the angles 
of attack that tend to induce spinning of a monoplane and a bi-
plane. 
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C~NTER OF LATERAL AREA.- Years ago the center or centroid of 
the lateral ar-ea of a model was assumed to be the ultimate reason 
for its spiral stability if the line through the e.g. and the 
c.l.a. had a certain angular position with the thrustline • The 
c.1.a. ia the center of the sideview of a mod.el with tv1ice the 
wi~g and wheel projecticns. The displac~ment axis about which 
the model should roll is the line drawn through the e.g. and the 
c. 1. a.. No fixed rules were given for the c. l. a.. as long it w:J.s 
behind the e.g. loc3.tion. It 'N:J.S suggeste:i to ue~ the c. J .a.. for 
estim"1ting the ~ize of the fin, without the consi1eration of as
pect ratic. Some radio model designers suggest to apply the c.l.a. 
to obtain a smooth flying. Others ag:l.in go as far as to deny any 
effect by placing the fuselage area above or below the e.g. It 
should be mentioned that any change will affect flying character
istics of models. For clearer perception of the c.l.a. each major 
unit of a model will be compared with its known values. 

A fin with an aspect ratio of 3 is placed vertically gives twice 
the moment if placed horizontally. The siqefiew of a stopped pro
pel1er will give the right value; a running propeller however will 
give higher values, because its effect is assumed to be equal to 
a surface with an aspect ratio of 8, as suggestei by the N.A.C.A. 
Tests on model propellers indicated that the p/D r a tio of the pro
peller influences the moment '.ibout the e.g. The effect of the pro
jected. area of a wing can be given by an example. The projection 
of a wing with a 6 degree dihedral has a 10 per cent height of 
half the span. Assuming t.hat the distance to the e.g. is t/2 of 
the chord. The wing woth an aspect ratio of 8 will have its incease 
at the 2-chord distance and about the same distance to the e.g. 
Assuming that the aspect ratio of the projected area is 3, then 
the moments of the wing will be 6 time$ the one given by the pro-
.1 ect ic n. This iifference wi 11 be greater if the wing is built 
with tip dihedral. 

The projected are;;i of a l:inding ge':lr can tie '.issumed to follow the 
c.l.a. value. One unit that may give values in the reverse is an 
exposed engine if it is compared with a cowled engine. The expos
ed engine has a CD of 1.0 -'l.nd if the engine is cowled the side 
area increases three times the CD however is only .25. This in
dicates that the error amy be 12 times the assumed one. A simil
ar divergence will be found with pylons, which usu ;J.lly have symmet
rical cross-sections . 

A big error is made by app lying the c.l.a. to fusela~es, which have 
their c.l.a. at the 40-45 per cent distances and their c.p. at the 
25 to 30 per cent distances. Two basic designs with equivalent 
aide areas, a SQuare an1 a round fusel~ge are shown with their 
forces at a 10 degree angle. The force for the suqare fusela~e is 
three times higher th~n one for a round fuselage. 

The aide area and its c.1.a. has nn relatton to the assumed rol
ling moments created in a skidding of a model and its rotating 
axis about the c. g. and c .1. a.. line. All bodies rot,.it e about the 
e.g. when displaced. T~ere is however an axis about which it will 
rotate with the least force) The force resisting rotation de~ends 
on the moment of inertia (I of the body. T'ne moment of inertia 
with respect to a given axis is the sum of the weights or masses 
times the squ~re of their nistances from the axis. Plotting the 
moment of inerti as on vari ous axes t he ellipse of inertia is obtai~ 
ed. The axis of the minimwn inertia is vertical to the axis of 
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maximum ir.ertia . 

Applying the mass or weight distribution to models :nany observa
tions nade by designers ani builders will explain some of their 
flying characteristics. Radio equipment may be located at a dis
fidv3.ntageous place which may make it unst able, because the in
crease of the inertia required ~reater control moments. 

A certain inertia is required for each free-flight design to elow
do•Nn violent angular displacement by the prevailing outdoor air 
di~turbances. Similar to the birds and boa ts for bad weather 
and for higher wind speeds the loading per sq.ft. of the eup
porting area ie higher. The moment of inertia of a model 
can ~e determined by the bifilar suspension or other methods sug
g~sted by bo oks on aerodynamics. In case the length and the spac
ing on the bifilar suspension is kept the same, the time of the 
oscillations will give comparative values. The moment of iner
ti a may be estimated mathematically. The value of the inertia. 
will be too low because the air moving with the model when. tested 
is from 5 to 10 per cent higher. 

The use of the axis of the minimum inertia instead the neutral 
a nd the displacement axes mentioned with the c.l.a. theories 
(Ch. H. Grant 1941) will follow closer to the mass dyna.nice than 
the area distribution. It is obvious that the replacemPnt of the 
areas by the nu.sees, or weights would have given a oloser stabili
ty estimate than the one obtained by the c.l.a. 

Th~ angular setting of t he a.xie of minimum inertia with the thrust 
line will give various fl ight patterns especially a model going 
into a turn when operated by a radio controlled rudder. The 
inertia axis m:ly point downward, or be inline or point upward 
from the thrust line. 

In case the axis of minimum moment of inertia is in line with the 
thrustline an1 the rudd~ r is oper~ted, the model will ski1 and 
the dihedral effect a bank without ch.1.nging the angle of the 
thrustline.~nd if the circling will not increase the angle of 
attack the mod. ·~l will spiral downward. In c':ise the axis points 
downward an1. the rudder is oper:ited the model will turn, bank 
and the thrustline will point downward and the mo1el will go into 
a fast spiral dive. In case the axis of inertia points up~ard 
and the rudder i s operated the model will ~kid outward, b :~nk and 
the thrust line pointing outward ad is to the skid. The angle of 
a tta.ck ir,creases ·iVhich bala nces the lift for a level c ire ling 
flight. Th~ return to a straight flight will be without viclent 
maneuvers. The advantage of the inertia a.xis pointine; upward is 
observed by the performances of models with pylon wings and 
models with their fins below the fuselage. The performances will 
also be influenced by the location of the e.g., the propeller and 
the r.p.m. of the engine. 

In order to produce a min. I axis that has a. positive angle with 
the thrustline, the units or weights must be distributed about 
that axi~. This may be evolved by moving only the wing higher or 
placing the tail or the rudder below the fuselage. 
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DURATION. Contests f or free-flight mode ls :J.re c onduc te1 for 
maximum duration, ·N ith specifieci. time limit accepted for ea.ch 
flight. I~ a tie an ~dditional flight is m~de without limit to 
fix the winner. Clipper cargo planes are designed for a m:J.ximum 
time of 40 seconds, which is accepted. as an official flight. 

The d ur'3. ti on depen·fa on the power av'::l. i lab le :1.n 1 the pow~r reguired. 
to fly horizontally. Thia minimum p ower is also equal to the weight 
time s the minimum sinking speei. The 1 iff~rence beurveen the power 
available and the min. power ie utilized for the climb. Yor each 
value of reeerve power and weight a certain climbing angle will 
give a maximum climb dietance. A diagram ehows the climbing ve
locitiee for various angles and for varying thrusts. After the 
power is shut off the subsequent gliding time is added to the 
total duration. 

If the power delivery is limited,. as for gas and jet engines 
the fastest climb and the a-lowest s.inkil16 spee-d w'.iil dee ide the 
duration of the flight. A did.gram shows the power required for 
a model and the power delivered by an 8-4 and 8-6 propellers. The 
difference indicates that the apparent flying speed does not 
give the highest climbing speed. The gr3a test difference of the 
powers gives the fastest climbin~ speed. 

The duration for a limited engine run and the model climbing on 
a medium angle is given by a simple equation, which is the ratic 
of power available and power required for horizontal flight. 
By interpolation and a3suming that the power delivery of an eng
ine is proportional to the cu~in. displacement, an equation ie 
formulated, which uses the function of the area and the weight 
of a model in estimating the duration. 

Jn some conte sts the are;). is not limited. a.m the maximum duration 
will depend on th e ability to build extra light but str?n~ wi'!'lg,s. 
Because the weight of a wing increases with the 3/2 power of the 
area, there ie a limit to the size of a wing ~ given engine is 

a.ble to take off. An equation shows the relation of the area 
for maximum cargo a.nd the 1ispla.cement of the engine. 

The thrust of the propeller dri r1en by g'ls e nging is usu1lly hiESher 
than the total weight of regular free flight mod~ls ani a steep 
climb will give maximum duriltion. Th ~ high thru".lt is dividei bet
ween lifting the weight an1 overcoming the 1rag of the mo1el. Th e 
steep climb ~liminates the in1uced dr,-ig a.nd by a1j us ting for circ
ling flight the n:!g1tive '3. ngle of the t1.il is r~duc e d , •whi8h con
sequently reduces t h:! tot~l drag. The moi el will climb with the 
lowest drag possible. 

To estimate the climbing speed,the net horsa power delivered by the 
prope11er is a.ssy.:ne d to be o60Xcu. in., the CD equaJ to the CDp·u 
a'.11 the CDmin of the win£~ Use the diu5rum for dir ect enti:r::ite of 
the clirr.bing speed. For medium climb the rd.tl o of the available 
power and the required power ffiultiplied by the engine run should 
b~ the dur~tion. In esti~ating the sinking speed, the drag of 
the stopped propeller should be included. An approximate sink-
ing speed aay be estimated by an equation, which is b::>.sed on a 
lift c oefficient of 080 and a gliding angle of 9. 
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The same procedure is used in estirrating jet driven models. 
Rubl::e r d.riv~n models have a problem by themselves. because the 
torqu~ v 1.ries with the number of turns left on t he motor. It 
h~s always been the contention to reach a thermal with the f~st
est climbing speed, without any thoughts about efficiency of 
performanc~s until the contests were con1uctei at a time when 
thermals were si.lpposed not to be present. This started the :ie
signs of propellers to fly the moiel horizontally at the end 
of the motor run. This increased the motor run close to twice 
of the former time. No theorf!t jcal equ'ltion has been d.eveloped 
that \;.s~s the v-:i, r·y i ng torque of the rubber mot.or. Equation 
can be formulo.ted by c. ss'..trning tllat the altitude reached is in 
1irect prop0rtion to the w ~ j~ht of the rubber an1 that the :iur
':l.tion is equal to the weight of the rubber 1ivi1ed by the sink
ing speed corrected with a constant derived from performances. 
An equation and a nomogram are given for direct estimate of the 
duration. 

Other equaticns for rubbqr <iriven mod.els a.re given for hyiros. 
orni thopters, he lie opters and autogyros. ' The areas in a 11 
rubber driven mod~ls ~r e given in the squ~re root of the areas 
and ther~fore the rotors are ex~ressed by their di~meters. 

For detailed est imate of performances of rubber driven models 
the work stored. in one ounrJe of rubber should be taken from 
30,000 to 35,COO in.oz. and the effic iency of propelle rs from 
4C to 50 per cent. 
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DETHERMALIZERS. After a free-flight model comes close to its 
ir.a.ximum time accepted by the contest rules a mechanical device 
or fuse should release a dethermalizer unit that increases the 
sinking speed cons idera.bly over the velocity of the riser, but 
do not damage the structure when landing, and keep the model 
within the contest area. 

The simplest device seems to be a parachute. Analysis by equa
tion shows that ~ small parachute increases the sinking speed by 
100 to 150 per cent. A large parachute will not increase the sink
ir.g speed, it will however stee2en the _glide. The chute should 
be at least 12 inches in diameter, with a bleeder opening and at 
least 6 shroud lines to insure opening. 

The eafest and generally used arrangement ie to increase the angle 
of the wing or the angle of the tail. Increasing the angle of 
the wing is tEed on jet models, which have a very thin rear body 
section for mounting a reliable hingin~ tail. On regular rubber 
or gas jobs the tail angle is increased by 35 to 45 degrees, which 
gives the wing a 60 degree angle of attack, increases the sinking 
speed 5 to 10 times and ihe gilding angle froffi 1:10 to 1i1/2. 
A diagram shor.s the balance of forces after the pop-up of the 
tail and of the wing. It also shows the relative position of the 
fuselage in the glide. Timers should be used to realease the de
vice and in case fuses are permissible the burning length ie ad
justed to 1 to 2 inches for each minute. 

COMPARING DESIGNS. To compare designs belonging to the same cate
gory an equation is derived from the two basio equations for speed 
and power, which gives a · combination of the design units against 
the combination of the aerodynamic coefficients, the values of 
power or sinking epeed. The power in the equation may be replaced 
by the weight of the rubber, the weight of the jet pellets or by 
the cu.in. of the engine. The combinati.ons of the ~oefficients 
is applied to selections of airfoil sections for minimum power or 
for minimum sinki~g speed. Squaring this ratio a siffipler one is 
obtained, which is the cube of the lift coefficient divided by 
the square of the drag coefficient. Sections should not be com
pared without the additional parasite drag coefficient. A num
erical example shows the effect of the CL and CD coefficients 
on the gli1ing angle and on the sinking speed by having two e.g. 
locations; one at the 1/3 chord distance 3.nd the other at the 
2/3 distance. Many assumptions are made in order to obtain an 
answer to the investigation. 

ZERO-LIFT LINW. SETTING. Each category of model de~ign will have 
a specific zero-lift line setting for satisfactory horizontal 
~tability. Il will be less for indoor models than ~or out~oor 
jobe, especially when wind:y and.gusty weather prevails~ Tne_ dif
fer ence of t~e zero-lift lines is also called the longitudinal 
dihedral. T~e increase of the setti~ moves the e.g. close~ ~o 
the leading edge an1 the 3lope of the pitching moment coeff1c1-
P,nts becomes steeper. Suggested v~lues for the settin5 of the 
zero-lift lin~s are given on the following page~ 
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GLIDERS. Nature's best glider is the leaf of the Zanonh Macro
carpa, which carries a seed an1 has washout tips; it will glide 
up to 5 miles. Its dimensions were used for construction of a 
man carrying glider. After nany successful glides it was power
ed but could not take off because the la.nii "'.'lg gear prevented the 
incre~ae of the angle of attack for take-off. Another plane with 
a standard tail, the .. Taube" (pigeon) was built which after a. short 
term of success was abandoned, because its spir~l stability was 
poor. An era of biplanes followed which gave way to monoplane, 
a de~ign aviation started with. 

Not nany gli1er models were built before the turn of the century. 
Some useQ soli1 mica wings for scientific testing. Usually the 
rrr:i.terial was stiff paper, silk stretched" bet·ween bamboo, wire or 
r1ta n frames ·without camberd ribs. For structural connect ions 
cork was used. The real interest st~rted when bals~ was commer
cially obtainable.for building paper covered or solid balsa glii
ers. 

Gliders are hani-launched or releasei by a towline. Each hati a 
different problem. Hand-launched indoor gliders should have 
a minimum drag tra.ve ling upward and a. maxi:num lift gliding ' 1.owR
wa.rd. An equation has been developed for the durati:m and hei6ht 
of indoor gliders. Diagrams give performances of gliders with 
various weights and launching speeds. The height reached is in 
close rel~tion to the weight~ the duration however is limited to 
the initial s peed. Contests ara won with thin airfoil sections 
and flat lower s urf~ces. and poly1ihe1ral wings. B~tter time 
coul:i be made if the rear section Of the wing wera made flexible, 
with an undercamber and a str~ight dihedr~l. The ~lider shouli 
climb in a slow right-hand spiral to the ceiling and glide down
ward to the left. The high launching speed flex es the wing and 
the 5piral climb reduces the tail set ting, which ad·d to the height 
to be reached. The average time for the upward travel is 1 sec. 

The material for the wings is ~ to 6 lb.p.cu.ft. balsa,with a 
hardwood leading edge. For the body a 7 to 8 pound balsa will 
give the necessary sytength and slenderness. The s~me weight bal
sa iA used for the t :J.i 1 surfaces. The dihedral break corners a.re 
ro4nded with small fillets. To balance the glider clay shou11 be 
omitted. because the clay i!lcre'lses the 1.ra.g of the bod.y by 100 
per cent. The whole glider is coated with a gliier polish, a 
clear '3.op!S plastisized "Nith a few drops of castor oil. This w-ill 
pervent war ping by slowing down the drying. Some model build
ers protect the leading edge by placing a eteel ·wire into the 
nose. The finished glider should weigh between 3/4 to 1 oz. for 
100 sq.in. of wing area. The tail setting of the zero lift lines 
is from 3 to 4 1egrees, usually not sufficient for out door fly
ing, especially when risers are present. 

The towline glider has only one problem for selecting ~n airfoil 
section, the thinnest section suitable for a strollf;, high aspect 
ratio wing with the l~west sinking speed. This section may be 
the N.A.C.A 6406 with an aspect ratio a~ hi~h ~s 11 to 12. The 
wing at the 1/3 length of the fnselage and balanced with weight if 
neces$ary. Triangulation for the wing an1 stab will be required 
to prevent warping, which also may call for b~sa wood spars. The 
:;i.ut o-rudd er construct ion ma.y have to be bala.nce:i by a small fin 
ahead of the wing. 
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The location of the vertical control surfac ~ s below the fuselage 
not only gives the rudder ani the fin an undisturbed airflow but· 
also eliminates blanketing by the fusela~e and by the stabilizer. 
A vee-tail will counterbala nce the negative rolling momente of 
the vertical surfaces below the fuselage. 

The hook for attaching the twoline fJr launching should be 60 to 
80 degrees ahea1 of the e.g. depen1in~ on the drag of the fuselage 
and the location of the aero1yn~mic chord. The hook is attached 
to the left side if the gliier is set for a left glHe and placed 
in the center if an auto-ru11er ia used. The auto-ruider is con
nect~d to a hi~ge1 hook in order to set the ru1d~r inline durifl6 
the launching and after rele~ee will move it fo r a left gli1e. 
The tail distance i s from 3.5 to 4.5 chord-wi1tha and the tail 
hae an ~spect r~tio from 5 to 6. The area is from 15 to 20 per 
cent of the wing area. This low ratio is due to the absence of 
the moments createi by a rotating propeller. It may be also 
caused by the inclus ion of the tail area into the to~~l allowable 
area. 

I n case the climb duri ng the launching is too fast, the glider 
will move on the outside of the c ire le, which will increa.se the 
download on the stabilizer and move the vectors toward the lead
i ng edge. This may make the glider laterally unstable. 

Two s pecif icat ions are in use for contests. One iA for limit~d 
gliders wit~• a. maximum tota.l supporting a.re:is of 350 sq.im. and. 
a mi nimum we ight of 10 ounces. The other ia for Nordic gliders 
wi t h a t o t~ l surface area from 263.5 tQ 294.5 sq.in. and a mini~ 
~um we i 6ht of 14.46 ozs. or 3200 to 3400 sq.cm. and 400 grams. 
The limite1 will give 2.85 oz./100 sq.in. and ~n approximate 
s i nkins peed of 2.04 f.p.s. and for a Nordic 3.65 oz./100 sq.in. 
and a s inking speed of 2o3 f.p.s. 

gFFICIE~CY OF STABILIZIIB. The effectiveness of a stabilizer is 
reduced by the proximity of a fuselage or a fin. This inter
ference depends on the relativ~ size of the portion of the fuse
lage next tQ the sta.b, the aspect r:i.tio and the plan view of the 
st~bilizer. The ~ngle of att~ck also influences the efficiency. 
The slipstr~am and. the downwash nake additional inro:id on the ef
ficiency Cf the stabilizer. 

If the elev~tor is a part of a thick symmetrical section, it may 
not work for 2 degree 1eflecti0n, because it is within the turbu
lent air leaving the ::..irfoil at the sep;u:it ion point. This is cor
rected by drawing a syrmnetrical section of a short"lr chor·i an1 
t·Ro t'l.ngent liMs from the trailing eige of the original chord. 

Leak is stopped by sealing the hin6e gap. A chart gives elevator 
teats, which in1icates that the larger the ratio, the greater the 
lift. A sketch sh1ROs the connect i :>n of flap and elevator on a 
control line model. The flap angle should be 1/J of the elevator 
~ngle. 
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FLOATS ani ~UL~S. Uo:i~ls takin~ off the water (R.O.W.) use floats 
or hulls. The floats 9hculd be of simple construction with a low 
drag ~e1r to t~2 take-off ani in the air. The buoyancy sho~ld be 
3 tc; 5 tims:> tlie 103.i Uiey carry ir. the noru.d.l con:iit:.ion. The 
volum~ is estim:.i.te'.i for .54 oz. per cu.in. displc1.ce:r.ent. The 
weight of the total iisplaced water will be equal to t~e Nei~nt 
cf t~, ~ ir.o1el. The e.g. of the :iispl~ced w:.lter is a. point through 
which the line of the righting moment pd.sses. Tilting the mo:ie 1 
a.n:i drawing a line throu~h the center of buoyancy p;irullel to the 
gra.vi ty line will intersect the line of symmetry at ·::1. point cal
l~i the metacenter. Met1centers are 1etermine1 fer v~rious l~t
eral ~ngles an1 if the metacenters are ~bove the c.~. cf the 
mo1el, the mo:iel i 8 hyiraulically stable. Tni~ investi~ation 
i~ U8ually dpplie1 for checking stability of flying boat hulls. 

A no:nogram and a !1 equa.Lion g1 ve the displacement o: floats if 
t~~ l~ngth is twice the width an1 five ti~es the height of th9 
f'l:.:at. The vol11me of ::i. fJoat or hull can be est.i.1:1t~d by the 
;rcdu~t cf the t~ree d~nenstons and a 1e~ign factor, ~hich varies 
from .45 t c .70. A flat step g!ies th9 b~Jt lcai-irag ratio, b~~ 
wi'l often porpoise and must be ventilat91. A Vee-step is bet
t e r b~t h~rd on ccnstru~tion details. The best all around is the 
roint. t~i flat s t ep fc>r srr:o 0th ar,:i greater range of "planir.g". In 
cas ::: :i.ny poq::oising appears a .. 1':1 no other adjustment he.l.:ps, :.:. 
plate placed back of the step at a nt.gat:ve ar;gle will a1C. 1n 
brinf;ing the model to the "top''. Tb.;.s plate 1s ·;.f+.,:, n n~ i:::essar\· 
on scale mode~s. The location of the ste~ is 1/5 ah~ad c! ~~e 
e.g. !or n0r:;,al loads. For top leads t'1e step is sli~h~ly :'crsard 
.,, f the 1/ 5 ratio. Th= hull h -J.s usually '..l. dead rise of 22 de
grees ~t the bow and reducing tn zero at the step. Some ~cdel
ers like ~ fl~t botto~ at the bow to ~raven~ i~\in~ un1er ~~ter 
on a steep landir.g. The st:;p shoull be an invertei v~e. A s::-.J.11 
<=f•ray strir will stop ~limbin.g of' wate:- C:1. tl1e side of the r-.~J.J. 
The zero-lift line of the wing should be 2 to 3 de~ree positive 
with the bottom of the hull. The :iifference of the zero-lift 
lines to be 8 tog de~rees. The thrust line should be set at 4 
degrees with the zero-lift line of the wing. 

The maximum 'Nidth or beam of the hull for norm:..i.l loaiing is prop
ortional to the square root of the wi!lg are·J.. For hi~her wine; 
lo~:iing the beam should be wider or the power lo~ding shouli be 
1ecrease:i for a possible take-off. The design of t~e hull is based 
on the 1imension of the beam. The overall length is from 8 to 
12 times the width of the bedm. About 45 per cent of tne ler1t;th 
i::i usei for the fore body of the hull. Models wi tt1 hulls of 
large length-beam ra.tios may have low hydraulic stability by the 
resulting porpoi?ing. 

Models on fJ.oat!'l are sea~lanes. Floats sho:..il:i be space:i at the 
same :ii~tance the wheels were locdted, but farther ahead, be
cau3e the resit~nce of the flo~ts is hibher than the rolling re
e it~~ce of the wheels. They should be :iesi~ned to c~rry the ai
nition~l torque loai of the lrivP.. 
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LANDING GEAR. The landing gear ie designed to take the landing 
ehock of a model, to prevent damage to the propeller, to stop 
turnover by the torque of the drive, to hinder ground loope and 
to place tha model into a po~ition of easy take-off. 

To ts.ke the shock of lan'.iing the minimum sinking speed must be 
known in order to estimate the minimurr. energy to be absorbed. 
Also a certain l~ad factor, or safety factor should be assumed 
for occasional steeper landings. A load factor of 5 to 6 seems 
a good figure, because load tests on wings gave 36 times the 
total weight of the mode ls. Part of the kinetic energy is ab
e orbe1 by the deflection of the integral units of the model and 
by the flexible support of batteries and radio equipments. Some 
fuselages are so close to the ground that only the deflection 
of the tires can be usei for absorbing the shock. The front 
wheel in a tricycle design should have a gre~ter travel than 
that of the rear wheels. 

The e'."lergy to be absorbei by the shock unit is equal half the 
di~tance the e.g. will travel times the maximum load. A metal 
landing gear will return the same energy to the model, which 
may bounce it into the air. If the shock is taken by rubber 
about 40 per c~nt of the energy is dissipated. An ideal shock. 
"1-bsorber is a hydraulic shock strut controlle:i by valves and 
orfices. 

The distance of the propeller from the ground should be at leasi 
2 inches in the deflected position of the lan1i"!l8 ge ::a.r. The 
torque of high speed gas engines cannot upset models with stand
ar:i wheel spaci!1gs. The high initial tor~ue of rubber driven 
model~ means ground looping. This is avoided by setting the 
thrustline at a high angle with the groun:i in or:ier to be ai1ed 
by the thrust for a faster take-off. A good launchinz:~ ·.vi thout 
pu9hing depends on th"! experience of the c antes ta.nt. 

Gr?undlooping, cir~ling.on the ground is often cause:i by a poor 
all~ent of the t:i.11 skid or by the tail wheel. It m3.y be also 
the re~ult of unequal loads on the wheels caused by the torque or 
the 1r1ve, by a. soft ground or by small 1iameters and widths of 
the tires. Other causes are the relative position of the wheels 
ahe"ld of the e.g. and the tread of the ·.vheela. The sp3.cing of 
the •ivhee ls is determined by the height of the c. g. an1 from the 
span of the wing. A e ingle front-whee 1 is offset to the left. 

The angle of incidence with the groun1 1epen1s on the basic :ie-
sign of t,he mo1el. Many airplanea i~ the beginning of aviation 
could not take off bec';l.u.9e the landing gear preve nte:i the in
r,rease of the angle of att ,1ck or high gr~ss became ent'lngle:i 
~ith the wire bracing of the ge'lr. 

To re1uce the drag of the lan1ing gear the struts are stream
lined. or made of fl'lt :iural stock. Cowling balloon tires de
creases the 1rag but should be use1 only on hard , smooth take
off grounds. Yagnesium disk wheels reduce air drag, rolling 
resistance and ~eight, which ~~y be final cause for top perfor
m~nces in a 103.i carrying contest. 
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FLAPPING WINGS- ORNITHOPTKRS. The movement of a bird wing was 
used for the first successful flying model. Even the first man
carrying gliiers h :l.d the outline of ::i. bird.. Complicated mecha
niR~ to imitate the automatic changes of the incidence angle and 
airfoil sections never produced V3.lu~ble informations on the aero
dym.mics of flai:;i:ing wings, because all ch'.lnges of ane,les. air
foils, st reading and closing of the tip feathers .i.re inherently 
actuate1 by the direction ani strength of the relative airflow; 
the bird ioea nothi_ng '1.bout it. Mounted biris pl·~cei into win:i 
tunnels gave a gliding ang le or only 1 to 4 . 5, an:l. the actual 
gliding angle of flying birds is more. than 10 times the dead bird. 
Airfoil sections of a bird wir:g give only l ·minciry (?) f2.cw an1 
any poss itle turbulent flow is rr.aie 1.arr.i:nry by n::1.ture to grow 
feathers ~t the right place, as seen on egrets ~n1 pelicens . Ther8 
tv10 the0ries to be formulatei for the presence of the thwr.b 
:!"eathe:- (al '1"'ca) 3.~i for :he sc'llloped trailing edge of a bid .. 

I:1 1901 Marey took movi8s of bir1 flights ani ~ttach~d inRtru
me:1ts to pig~ons to mea:Ji_.ire the pONer req_ui:·ed for flyi "'lg. H:: 
iii not obt:t.in the mi'1imu.rr1 power or the actual gli'iin!d, :i:igle of 
cir1s. So:ne of the re =iult2 1re ~iven in the d1agrzrr..s ehc.vn. Tr-e 
best information were collected by moviP-s t3.ken of a. large rub-
'cs!' t an1 :irive:i a-.oiel 'i11i from win1 t 11nr.~l ':.es t s of ·.i :=:r,1ll :;1inf; 
r:::;c :i.12.;j,ting "1.t h igh S1'ee1. The pictare0 i'ive the spee1, tl1e 1n0 l'.'!S 
;r;~8.:=ure1 frcm t11e uutlir.e of th1~ ribs an1 the poNer by tl-i~ rub-
ter use1. A twin ornitho~t~r tested i~ 1912 g~ve an app~re~t CL 
of 1.56 but only a g li1ing angle of 1 .32 . Th~ te 9ts iniic ~t e:i 
th3.t the lift i s 1one by the i~~er section of the win~ 1n1 t~e 
prc·pelling by the outer section •. Also that trie to:iy d~es not 
'1love int o the .opp osite tJ the 1irection of thi.it of tn3 winiS .. but 
is 90 1egree9 off ph1se. This ph~se differe:ice reduces the 
~tr&in on th~ muscles of the tiris. 

The ti:r; of the insect ·Nint: :hscril:es figure:- of eights Nit~1 v3.ry
ing tr'icks i~ order to move ~ gra~ter mas= of air. It ~ principle 
is ~imilar to th~ acticn of ~ tiri wing, exc~pt the wi~g has 1 
c~~ate r axial rotaticn, which ls jue to the centrifu~~l force. 
~o1els ·r.ith wi:igs 1129crHir,g ei~hts and rot :.1.tirJJ ..1.'::iu;..: ti'i.:!ir L1.t 
~ral 3.X?.s g ·:i.ve v~ry ~iE'n lift. Tr.e weit:;ht of t.r.e rrach·J.nism will 
te too h~·-i.vy for efficien: flyi1~ .mo1.el3. 

Many other idr;'>.s were t~ s te1 "li1.b 'Ning3 moving in 1. horizontal 
or i~ ~ ve~tical pla:1e. ~r~at 3UX3 ~e re Ha s ted ~Q years ~GO to 
tuil1 a:i ci.irpl'ine by oscil l :;.tit1g uptu.roei cups up ':tn1 d'.Jwn. Oscil
l~ti~g wings b ack an1 fort~ ~~ve a lift ~s estim~t e d with st~n-
1a.r1 ~~uation3. Fri~tion in1 Nuight ~lN~ys precludes construct
iOP of ~f~icicnt ~o1els with oscill~tin~ wings. Oscill~ti~g soli1 
wings ~bout their 25 per cent literal axes g•ve no effect at all. 
T0 be effective ~ win~ must h~ve ~ 1out!e }cticn. It must move 
1p ~n1 1own, an1 rot~te abo~t it~ l~ter~l ~xis, which m~y be ac
tuAt~1 ~y its innerent fl~xibi1ity . Tests showei that the oscil
lat!rg pl~n~ sh~u11 te 20 deere 0 s ~hea1 of the vertical an1 that 
tr.e .T1s.x:i.rr,11rr flap angle 5h0uld be 100 1egrees. Th~ 1 1iraticn of 
ru t~er iriven ornithopt~~s is l~ss th~n 50 ~~r cent of propelJer 
1riven :r.o1ele, 

Wi!".g 9 'ire usu:,i.lly fl~ppe1 by ~ c ra.nksh'.:.ft ::1.ri1 connecti'1g rois. A 
t-:::1~i c n'!r l'lill not increa3e iuration; it 1D3.y howev".!r lILprove effi
cien'~Y if the nu..:nber of <?tr ;.l.n1s ~re rP.:l.uced. To eliminate oscil
laticn of th~ f~sel~ge twin win~3 were tried; they increased t~e 
app~rent CL to 1.5t tut the ~li1in~ w~e reiuce1 to 1.32. 
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VIBRATION~. U~ny kinds of vibn.tion are possible on models. They 
are greatly dampene .1 by the extensive use of balsa. Vibrations 
may be caused by poorly balanced engines, propellers or by the 
vertices in the wake of the :iownwash. A single cylinder eng.ine 
cannot be balanced. A great deal of reduction of the vibrations 
can be achieved by m~king the piston as light as possible an:i by 
balanaing the crankshaft with a portion of the weights of the con
necting ro .:! and tne piston. 

Ano~her unit that causes vibrations is the propeller. The gyros
copic couple of a two-b~ader in circling flight is einosoidal, 
wh1~h become smoother with three-bladers, which however have lo~er 
efficiencies. A hanrt-sanded propeller is often unhalanced by weight 
hy an unequal thrust. This unc.:i.u·ll t:'lrust is present with any 
propeller flying in a circle. 1/1~00 oz. on the tip of a 10 in. 
propeller gives a 2 oz. centrif~al force running at 15,000 r.p.m. 
For top perfor~ances propellers should be checked for weight ba
l~nce and for equ~l pitch distribution on both blades. Engine3 
shculd be tested mounted in the moiel to make certain that it 
will run with the same r.p.m. with the same propeller as tested 
on the bench. 

Another vibr'.lti:>n m.3.y occur by the resonance of tae natur,il fre
quency of the blade with t~e r.p.m. of the engine. To-iay prop
ellers ~v~ at l~~st twice the natural frequency of the r.p.m. 
of the engin~. Some propellers .'In'1.ufactured ye:irs :::i.go hc1.d very 
thin hub sections w 11i~h g3.ve a frequency of 15,000. The natur3.l 
frequency of ~n aver~ge wi~'lg is about 2500 to 3000, whi~h is too 
low for resonance. The only t.ime wings m3.y be darra.gei by flutter 
is in power dive3. U9u~~ly the loss of ~ wing is due t~ weak rilb
ber ban1s or shift of the wing on the support. 

Flutter m3.y occur with st'.ltically unb:ilancei elevators or rui:iers 
if the control ro1'3 have pl:l.y in thei::- connectiona. A :,veight :i.ni 
an aerodyn'3.mic balance will remedy this situation to a certain 1e
gree. An unbalance1 propeller or engine can cause to flip the 
escapement and the relay. 

Vjbr:'1tion lock or reaon:ince of a long fuel line :r.ay stop the flo'N 
or it m~y even drain the whole line. Long lines should be fas
tened to prevent resonance. 

The turbulent air le~vi1g t.!E trailing edge may start a reson3.nce 
in very thin tail surf~ce~. T~e vortices have a frequency of the 
speed divided by four ti~es the thickness of the wing. An 8 in. 
wing moving at 30 f.p.sec. give vortices pulsating at 9000 times 
per minute, 'Nhich may be cl:>se tc the natur~l frequencies of a 
thin 3t1b. The freq~~ncies of an average stab is much higher an1 

placi'.'lg it jnto the w:ike m'iy not start any vibrati:>ns, but an 
added slipstream c-f the pr ope 11 er, which is also ~ulsa ting rr.ay 
reach the frequency of the st~bilizer. 

Basic equations are given for vibration of beams of uniform cross
section supported on one end. 
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ROTATING WINGS. The lifting power of rotating wings, cylinders 
and other objects was demonstrated with models driven by rubber, 
steam an1 gas enginP,s. Some rotate the lifting unit about their 
horizontal axes and others about their vertical axes. With cer
tain arrangements all models lifting by rotation about any axis 
can gl~d~ by self-rotation, auto rotation. The big problem is 
always stability and how to overcome the gyroscopic precession 
and the counter torque. 
VarioUs ideas were tried, such as levitaion by centrifugal force 
accelerating downward the boundary layer of a cup rot~ting at ' 
high speed. The closest to success ca.me the cyclogiro. By that 
time the autogiro ma.de its first flight, which was soon followed 
by powering the rotor, the helicopter. 

Helicopter models driven by rubber bands are flown since 1880. 
Most rubber driven models fly up straight without any forward 
velocity. Lately however gas driven models are adjusted for for
ward flight, with an added autogiro tri~ for landings without da
mage to the model. This combination may be i~strur.:ental for a 
new spot landing contest. 

Helicopter models use extensively balsa wood with rotors of solid 
balsa. or tissue covered. Indoor ILOdels usually have microfilm 
covered rotors. Indoor helicopters obtain half of their duration 
by hovering about half of the diameter above the ground. The 
height of the room has little influence on the d.ur:ltion because a 
small prong on the tOJp rotor protects the rotor fro~ touchif16 the 
ceiling. 

Helicopters with a single rotor rr:ust have a '.irag plate placed on 
a rod. or at the tail of the fueelage in order to slow down coun
ter rot~tion. The loss is about 5 to 10 per cent of the power. 
Similar re~cticns are obtained on flying saucers by using the 
surface friction of the large lenticular bodies. In order to ba
lance pr ,~ces~ional forces the angular moment cf inertias of the 
propellers and. the rotating bodies must be the s~me. The slip
stream of the rot or blasting on an inc lined s urf,.ic e attached to 
the fuselage is not sufficient to balance the torque. Three 1/? 
to 1/10 cambered surfaces however will do the work if the rotor 
has a low pitch settines and a low solidy. Model helicopters have 
seldom adjustable tail rotors. 

To eliminate counter-torque rotors are driven by placing power 
drives on outriggers or on the tips of the rotor blades. One 
design uses powder jets, which works very well; another design 
has propellers to pull the rotor around. If both rotate in the 
same direction the precessions are balanced, the gyro forces how
ever are not eliminated. 

The location of the e.g. depends on the pitch setting, the gyro 
forces of the rotor or rotors and the location of the air resultant 
of the fuselag~~ usually slightly uehind the rotor axis. 

Propellers of ga.s driven he lie opters run at 15 ,000 r.p.m. an1 the 
rotors at 600 r.p.m., which will balance the precessional mom~nts 
if the weights are just right. A tail rotor can correct the '.iif~ 
ference of the torque and counter torque. 
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The forward speed is induced by the slipstream blowing on an in
clined surface placed on each side of the fus&lage. The axis of 
the rotor slopes slightly to the side in order to balance the ec
centric resultant of the advancin5 blade. 

Helicopter designers suggest hinging the propeller and the rotor. 
Some models have hinged propellers but no hinged rotors. A pitch
ing hinge at the 35 per cent chord distance and the e.g. of the 
blade at the 25 per cent of the chord distance gives automatic 
pitch adjustment for flying and autorotation. One design has two 
fixed blades and two hinged for pitch adjustment for flyin6 at 
high r.p.m. and autorotating at low r.p.m. , control l~d by a 
weight placed ahead of the bl~des. The pitch for flyin~ should 
be about 9 degrees ani for autorotation zero or negative. Some 
helicopter models control the pitch by the coning angle, which is 
the resultant of the centrifug~ l force and the lift moments. The 
hinge at the hub should be about 35 degrees measured forward i~ 
the direction of the tip of the blade. The total width of the 
blades should not be over 30 per cent of the diameter. Coning 
angle improves stability; pla.c ing hO\'lever both rotors below the 
e.g. will give automatic stability, because they become pusher 
propellers, which are stable. 
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RUBBER. A motor made of rubber strands stores the highest tor
sional energy per unit weight. It will deliver as high a~ 55,000 
in.oz. of work for each ounce of weight. The best coil spring 
will deliver only 25,000 in.oz. of energy. Plotting the torque 
against the number of turns the curves indicate that the winding 
and the unwinding energy lines are not the same~ The difference 
is called the hysteresis, a characteristic of rubber used in 
dampening shock and vitra t ions. 

The maximum power is delivered if a rubber power motor is wound 
up to 80 to 86 per cent of the breaking point and the restoring 
ti~e for the followi~~ windi!lg is close to an hour. The winding 
is done under a steady tension, starting with 2 to 3 ti~es of the 
original length of the motor and lubricated with a solutjon of 
liquid so~p and glyeerin. A spring keeps the motor from bunch
ing, which may upset the stability or damage the fuselage. This 
tehsicner is set to engage the shaft at a stop that allows the 
prop tc fold at a predetermined position. The turns left un
wound are not sufficient to keep the model in a horizontal flught. 

RISER. The rising air increases the duration of a free-flight 
model. Risers or thermals are always present, especially over 
an open, level contest ground, usually increasing their speeds 
up to midday. Due to the rotation of the earth thermals move in 
a slow spiral to the right and consequently most of the models 
are adjusted for a glide to the left. Ad1ed factor influencing 
the flight is the strength of the wind, which has an upward slope 
in a warm front and a downward slope in a cold front. The strength 
and the slope of t he wind is not steady an1 theories could not 
supply proofs that dynamic soaring is possible by use of the va
riation of the strength of the wind. 

A riaer starts horizontally and increases its vertical velocity 
as it moves toward the center. This results in a curved air flow, 
a circul~r flow. A model reaching such an airflow will dip imme1-
iatly because the negative tail setting is reduced. This reduct
ion moves the vectors of the resultants toward the trailing edge 
and the ~.g. will be at a lower angle of attack, which increases 
the gliding speed. Models t~at have low tail settings such as i~
door gliders may go into a dive, because there is no horizontal 
stability left •. Sketches show vector diagrams for both condit
~ons. I~ the ta~l s7tting is sufficient the model may keep with
in the riser, which is due to the hi5her air speeds on the peri
phery of the revolving air. 

Risers are created by air movir.g over slopin~ terrain or hill. 
Models should be launched on or close to the edge of the hill in 
order not to be blown into the region of the down-wind. La.rg~ 
gliders use thermals, cold fronts, ridges or even sea waves to 
reach rising thermals. 
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~NGINP.$. Engines use:i for models lre of the two-stroke cycle 
system. The two eye le operates by cre3.t ing '.l partial vacuum in 
the crankcase on t~'le up-stroke of the piston; this dr:1ws in a.n 
3.ir-g'ls -rap or mixt Lire through the si .ie, through the hollow shaft, 
throuf;h a re ·u rot or valve or through a reed valve. In the up
stroke the pi:>t on compress es the mixture, which is ignited by a 
3p·:irk, by ·.l i?;low plug or by the high canpreRsion itself. The ex
plosion 1rives the piston io.vnwu.rd, compressin;: the mixture in 
t~~ crankcise. The e:<h~ust ports open an1 after that the by
p:s.ss opens, whi0h allows the mixture to rush tow:ir:i the top of 
the ch'.lmber. Some of the mixture m:.y esc::i.p-= through the exh'..lust 
openings. The timing of :i two-eye le engine is shown in a dia
gram, which varies with the r~tio of the length of the conn~ct
ing rod an1 the stroke. The higher the power output is the h3.r-
1er it i::; to st:l.rt the engine. Usu:1lly starters ::a.re use:i on 
high compression engines. 

The sp .:nk plug ignition allows a more flexible running th·.in the 
glow plug or the compres3ion ignition. The compressi ·:m engine 
ie ca.lle:i 1 1ie8el, which is a. misnomer bec.'luse the original 
DIF.Sii;L is a four-stroke with a fuel ignition at the end of the 
up-stroke. The efficiency of a model engine is usually compared 
with itR '1elivery of h.p. per cu.in. dis,&lacement. T:ie thermal 
efficiency is b~Re1 on the power output (heat p~1er-B.T.U.) of 
the fuel. The indicated efficiency is the work done by the ex
plosion pressure on the piston i;l.rea and the volumetric efficiency 
is b~se1 on the volwne of the mixture i~ the chamber. The vol
umetric efficiency 1ep2nds on the scJ.vengi!1g of the exh"tust gases 
':ln:i may be as'Jwni3:i to be the h.p. output per cu.L~. 1ispli;j,ce
ment. Its m'.lximum m.:i.y be '.ls high a.s 66 per cent an:i the h. p. 
equal to 1.2 to 2 times the cu.in. 1isplacement. Deducting the 
h.p. deliver~1 ~t the en1 of the shdft from the indici.:it::?d h.p. 
the mech::i.nic:tl power losses ;i.re obt::tine1. Th3se 'lre usually fric
tion losses. The in1icate1 h.p. are calcul~ted from the indicat
or di~gram. The aver'.lge pressure on the piston durin~ the down
stroke iA from 40 to 80 p.s. i. 

Improving the power output shoull come unrter the hea1ing "souping" 
up Oi.11 engine. Some of the improvements may be L:1corpord.ted in 
future engine d ·~s igmi. A soupe1-up engine ho·.veve r may not stan1 
up un'ier steaiy power '1elivery an1 may be good for only one con
test. T!lese 1octorel. engines :lre usu·illy carefully cowled to 
remove the ad1ition'.ll heit passin~ through the cylinier wills. 
Spr'.ly bars are repl'3.ce1 by spr'ly nozzles to re:iuc~ the drag of 
the int ·fre. A very sm.ill hole 1rille1 close to the jet shoul1 
au. vaporiz<-tti0n of fuel by the a1ied 3.ir bubbles. Baffle 
pl~tes on pi3tons follow un~~orm curves. Smootheni~g ::i.11 paa
!'nges, removing '111 r':l.ggei e1ges left from m·1chining, t.:ipering 
slots on cylinder sleeves, enl~rging intake passages, increas-
ing the compression r:itio by turning 1own cylinder and cr:..i.nkc;.a.se, 
Replacing flat gaskets by sm~ll round ~~okets will redJce blow
outs. or omit gask3ts. 

Th~ aver'3.ge cr'lnksh·3.ft is poorly balanced, whi::h is p·3.rt ly due 
to the m'lnuf1cturing costs involve1. Reducing vibr~tions by 
b'llancing the cr'lnksh:ift will 111 po;ver to engines mounted in 
mo'iels. Old-timers in the 1.uto business suggest that the cr~nk
sh~tft of a single en~ine shouH b::i.lance with the en1 of the con 
roi C1.n1 with 3.bout 1/7 to 1/2 of the remlin'ier of the con ro:i 
in1 the piston pLi.ce1 on the cr ·1nk pin. The er •nk pin is made 
hollow ani solder is a1131 to the lower eni of the count"r wei~ht. 
No perfect bal;incinE i•3 pos!1ible with a single cylinder engine. 
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Cowling an engine not only reduces. the drag but also dissipates 
the heat generated by a hi5h compression engine. The sides of 
th~ engine are tapered, the cooling fins are filed to a sh':l.rp 
taper. A very close cowl will force the air over the fin sur
faces and to prevent air to escape at the plug , the opening is 
filled with sponge rubber and only the plug point is accessible. 
Thus the slight vibrations will not damage the engine or the 
fuselage. The hot air leaves the fusel~ge with the aid of t he 
centrifugal force. The exhaust stack is cut on a bias so that 
the gases pass into the direction of the flight. The hot air 
leaving the fins should not be used for intake, because the 
power of a gas engine increases with cooler air. A special 
screened opening is provided close to the venturi for fresh air. 
The spinner for the prop should not be over 25 per cent of the 
diameter. All these · improvements m~y ruin a. few good engines 
before the correct doctoring i!:: found. 

Testing engines for h.p. is made on a torque stand shown in a 
sketch. The engine is bolted to a swinging support, which has 
a weight sliding on a horizontal rod. The engine is balanced 
and. th~ attached propeller run at full throttle, the weight 
moved on the rod until the running engine is again balanced. 
The distance the weight was moved, the weight and the r.p.m. a.re 
used in estim~ting the h.p. Varying the diameters and the pitch 
of the propellers many readings are obtained, which are plotted, 
the torque and the h.p. against the revolutions. The connect
ing lines must give smooth curves to prove that the results are 
acceptable. The revolutions are measured with a reliable tacho
meter. A simple home-made instrument that uses the resonance 
effect at maximum amplitude, can be constructed with a 1/32 in. 
wire sliding on a rod and calibrated with the dimensions estim
ated from the equation. This instrum3nt may not be suitable 
abo~e 17.000 r.p.m. 

The horse power output cannot be estimate1 from the design of 
a propeller and its r.p.m. A propeller should be kept for each 
engine, which will give a fixed r.p.m. if working correctly. A 
piece of 1/32 in. wire fastened to the engine mount is trin:med 
until it vibrates with the maximum amplitude at the revolutions 
the beet propeller should run. 

The weight problem of the smooth running four stroke cycle may 
be lessened b~ the contest regulations that uses only 60 per 
cent of the displacement for estimating the power loading. A 
sketch shows how to hook up an engine operating with spark plug. 
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J!TS- The principl~ of jets is the accelerated ejection of gases 
~t high spe~ds. The higher the acceleration th~ lower the effi
ciency of the power unit. The low efficiency of a jet cannot 
be comp:3.red. to the higher efficiency of a propeller drive, which 
gives a low acceleration to a great mass of air. 
Th~ ejection of ignited air- gas mixture is incorporated in the 
pulse jet ani the ram jet. Ram jets will work only if the ram 
pressure of the air reaches a certain height, this requires a 
velocity out of reach of mode 1 speeds. A two-pound ramjet gave 
a 2 ounce thrust at the stand-still, which is too low for operation. 

The pulse jet is the only jet available for stiaady high speed operat
ion of models. Its principle is based on the resonant vibration 
of the inlet v'.'llve with the frequ~ncy of the gas column in the 
attached tube. The frequency of the ignited gas column is equal 
to the speed of soun1 d.ivided by twice the length of the tube. 
The length of the tube is made longer than the valve oscillations 
wou1d calculate in order to ha¥e the flame front not too close to 
the valves. The epeed of th~ ej~cted gases is about 3000 ft.p.sec. 
which indicates that the speed of a mo:ie 1 wi 11 reduce the thrust 
of the jet only slightly. This great difference of the ejected 
gases and the speed of the model gives the pulse jet a 1 to 2 per 
cent ' efficiency which is low compared with the efficiency of a 
gas engine driven propel 1er of 12 per cent of the B. T. U. suppi.ied 
by the fuel. 
A combin~tion of a gas engine driven blower with an att~ched tube 
for the jet effect will give a very low thrust at higher speeds. 
Such blowers are effective for. helicopter designs based on the 
ducted fan priciple . .M'1ny us~ful equations for basic thermul re
lation of fuel and velocity ar9 given. 

A pulse jet with a 3.5 pound static thrust traveling at 200 ft. 
per sec. delivers 1.8 net horse power. Pulse jets are only used 
for speed and in cities they are not favored by club menibers due 
to the occaoional anti-noise law enforcement. 

~ockets,eelfconta1nea jets do not need the outside air for oper
ation. The C02 capsules use the exp;1nsion of the c.:;i.rbon jioxide 
in the eteel cylinders. Slow burning gun powder jets (Jetex) are 
lighter than the C02 cylinders. The speed of the exhaust gases 
are from 1200 to 1400 ft.p.sec. A few notes on powder jets are 
gi"len. 

The design of jet models is based on the thrust and the weight of 
the unit. The area of the wing is 40 to 45 sq.in. to one ounce 
of thrust and the total weight J to 4 times the thrust. For 
highly streamlined models the ratio is increased. The airfoil 
section is a medium cambered section, because of the absence of 
torque and propeller forces. The dihedral is fro~ 6 to 8 degrees. 
The thrustline should pass below the e.g., adjusted for a climb 
to the right and a glide to the left. The adjustment is made by 
an aluminum rudder is the stream of the jetblast. For straight 
climb the thruatline is slightly below the e.g. Slow spiral 
climb will be the best. Twin fins are used in ~ase the jet is 
above the fuselage. Sufficient fU3elage area is placed below 
the e.g. in order to eliffiinate violent stability recovery. In 
all s~bility problems the recovery force should pass close to 
the e.g. 
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TESTING. Simple aeroiynarnic teats ca.n be conducted by gli:iing 
a model and measuring the heights at two points and the iistance 
between the two pints. These three dimensions will give only 
the gliding angle. If the ti~e of the glide between the two 
points i' ta.ken, the gli ·iing t'!peed, the sinkir.g speed and the 
~erodynamic coefficients can be evaluated. A more scientific 
method is to glide the model in front of a calliera and taking two 
exposures on the same film. The camera on a tripod, a dark back
ground and a plumbline simplifies the proce .1ure. The time 13 
measured by the ticking of a watch which is fives times a second. 
Knowing the length of the model, the area and the weight all aero
dynamic coefficients can be obtained. Changing the weight and 
the location of the e.g. the coefficients for other angles can 
be determined. The advantage of this kind of tests is that the 
model flies in an undisturbed air, which a wind tunnel cannot 
supply. These glide tests may eliminate poor designs and may 
show the direction in which improvemente can be made. A good 
practice for junior aero engineers. 

Balsa propellers can be tested by pulling a carriage by a rubber 
driven propeller up on an inclined wire for about 60 feet and 
stopping the propeller at the top. The dr~g of the carri~ge ie 
obtained by loading it with two diff~rent weights and ti~ing their 
down traveli. Two equations will give the rolling and air coef
ficients, which are used to deduct the drag from the thrust of 
the test results. The torque values of the unwinding motoTs are 
plotted first. A certain number of turns are given to the motor 
and the whole unit allowed to climb to the top and the ti~e mea
sure1 with a stop-watch. The power delivered by the propeller ~, 
the weight of the unit, times the hei~ht it traveled in unit time. 
The energy used by the propeller is the number of turns, times 
the average torque, times 6.28 and less the energy used to over
come the drag of t.he carriage. The efficiency of the propeller 
is then the energy delivered divided by the energy used. 

Tests coniucted by this method in 1930 showed that the highest 
efficiency was obtained by 1.3 pitch-diameter r~tio balsa prop
ellers. The number of tests were over 2000. This method can be 
improved by placing flashers on two ,pointe of the wire. 

To test materi';llt'! for bending strength, rectangular or round 
stripe of the material is fastened on one end and the other end 
it'! loaded up to the breaking point. By substituting the max. 
load and the dimeneions for the terms in the equation th~ be~d
ing etreet'! (modolua of rupture) is found in lb.p.eq.in. lpsi)o 
Many other eimple tests can be made if the limits of measuring 
dimensions and loads a.re known. Moe t of these simple tests give 
only compara.tive results and not coefficients which could be 
used in standard equations. 
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STRENGTH OF MATIIBIAL. A material used in model building is balea 
wood. It is easily shaped and glued with any kind of cement. Its 
weight varies from 4! to 20 lb. per cu.ft. and even higher. The 
lighter bale~ is used for indoor glider wings, leadi ng e1ges and 
details where dimensions or stresses are not specific. Fuselage 
stringers, spars or thin control surfaces use 8 yo 9 lb./cu.ft. 
balsa. Comparing balsa with spruce or bass wood shows that bass
wood is superior to balsa in construction of beams and longerons; 
The disadvantages are poor ,glue joints obtained in fast work. Bal
sa with a weight of 13 lb./cu.ft. will have the same structural 
weight as bas~wood. Basswood should be double ~lued. First coat
ed with a thin surf~ce, which is allowed to dry; then glued again 
and pressed together. Lately hardwood is specified for many struc
tures with limited dimeneions. 

By removing all moisture from wood the strength inc r eases by 50 
per cent, but will stabilize to about 15 per cent moisture cont
ents. There may be a method to prevent the moisture from return
ing without increasin5 the weight. Treating wood with chemicals 
will add only weight. Impre6nating however the wood with resin 
and compressing it increases the strength with the same ratio as 
the weight increases. The ad'ied advant ::lges •re a smooth s urfa.ce 
and a very high shear stren~th. 

Steel wire is used for control lines. Usually the steel has a SAE 
104!5 specifi0a.ti::m with a 140,000 lb.per sq.in. strengt'l.. Other 
steel wire go as high as 250,000 p.s.i. Many modelers use such 
•Ni.re if only a pull test is specified. This kind of wire comes in 
coil8 ~nd should be relieved by heating it to 350 1egree F. for one 
hour. Steel wire landing gears are used on most of the models. 
Steel wire wiJl 1end by its own weight to a cert~in distance if 
supported on one en1. If the s1ffie length is used the deflection 
will give the diameter without the use of a mi crometer. 

Aluminum i.lloys are used for engien s , landing geras, bell cranks 
wheel hubs, spinners and f or p3.rts th:it must h':A.ve a hi~h strength
weight ratio. Heit tre~ted they may go ~s high as 90,000 p.s.i. 
The specific wei5ht is 1/3 of that of steel. 

Ben:iing tests O!"l 1Nin~~ s ga.ve the breaking po'.lds a s high as 40 times 
the tota.1 wei~ht of the mo1~1. Thi-3 high strength may not be nec
cessary, but the ad1itional torsional forces may jus tify the con
struction. The cov erin~ adds about 20 per ~ent to the bending 
strength :i.nd ao per cent to the t orsi om.l strength. The shrinking 
of the tiesue prestresses the structure by 2 to 5 pounds per inch 
run. This stress will suport a 10~1 of 2 to 3 times the weight 
of the model without notice'.lble deflection. 

Data for strength of material for models are ~iven on page 85. 
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1
• f" ~ 
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WEIGHT ESTIMATE. T'1e weight of a finished model should be known 
in ordeD to come within the regulation of a contest. Except for 
indoor models no itemized data ~re available. The modeler should 
know the expected weight of each component unit, because the re
quirements are only for minimum weight ~nd maximum wing area. 
The weight of each part and its location about an axis will soon 
be realized by modelers as a decisive f~ctor for top performan
ces. Indoor microfilm coverei models are the most trying to 
build because each part must h1.ve a. minimum wei.ght within 
1/10,000 oz. to come close tc the record time of duration. 

The total weight of a radio model may be the only design that 
can be estimated from the units that do not add strength to 
the structure. These units are the radio equipment and the pow
er plant. The total weight is found by multiplyihg the sum of 
the uhite by 2. In the future the const~nt will be reduced by 
closer stress estimate. 

A few charts give distribution of the total weighte of typical 
designe. Usually the weight of the wing is determined fil..ret. 
Three nomograILS give the expected weights of wings for gas, rub
ber and indoor models. Another nomogram ie for estimating the 
weighte of regular wood or compressed wood gas propellers. Data 
are given for estimating the weight of light or heavy tiesue 
and for each doping. The weight of engines is estim~ted from 
the displacements, and the weight of a rubber motor is found by 
a nomogram from the length and the number of strands of 1/8 er 
its equivalent. 

A nomogram gives the weight of 36 inch long balsa strips if the 
specific weight per cu.ft. of the oalsa i9 known. It also gives 
the weight of metal blocks of a volwne less than one cubic inch. 
Weights are given fo r ~ontrol lines, telescopin~ aluminum and 
brass tubing with 1/64 in. ( .015) wall thickness. For modelers 
who own sentive sc~les the weights of coins are given in grains. 
437f grains make one ounc~. 

The wei~ht of a ?/8 in. dia~~t~r solid rubber wheel is .15 oz. ani 
a 2-3/8 in. diamet~r wheel weighs 1 oz. One 2 in. semi-pneumatic 
wheel weighs .?O oz. ani a 3 in. di3.!Ileter weighs 2 oz. Stre~m
lined wh~els Neigh less. 
One 1.25 in. diameter plastic spinner wei6hs .30 oz. 

F°Or.;'FllYOIN(i /ll'f'E~5 
OF I RITE q ULP,lf 5HRPES 

11/f'E/l oF CUT Our 15 
EQU~1L To THE LCJY4TH 

o,c srq11:::> OR STFflPS 
IF WiOTrl IS JU. 

USED /lr !HE 1940 lft1rtO/-l&L, C't1tUl(jO. 

FOt=f FU5El-'1Cj£. Llf05S-5EC.TIO/Y. 



WEIGHT ESTl/VJllTE 

~ll!i>S .5TEEL 

LI C,HTTl.SSU£ LJZBoz/100 SQ.ff! 
E~CH CO/lT + -014 oz/100.s.1. 
HEl1VYTl5SUE-0625oz/1oosQ./H. 
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EQUllT!OH FOFf .361NLclf<;THS 

WRcu.Fr:.!J.OO Woz/111i'El1 Sfi.JN><7H. · 

W'/Cv.FT..: 1728 WltJ/W107JlxTl/xlel'lc,rH 

~~-FT, /08 Woz/w1or11.xTHxLEH~Tlf 

RU8E3ER ".SPEC.WEIGHT .50ozjcU.lfl 
640 FT YIJ>c'/30, ..320 FT '/4 ..\' 1/Jo 

PER POUND 
40 FT-f8" 1/..30, 20 FT (4 x J/30 

PER OUNCE 
WEIQ-J..IT 1H oz.= L,,, 1Yr8 / 480 
5T£ELWIRE P. FTINOZ. l/(3

1

:.:./25=.(572. 
3/32 -0937 =.o8_,-"/6~·785 =-26oz. 
1/16 •0625.:: ./68 I 055;/2~ 
3/64.047.:.,094oz. 'h2 ·03/r042oz. 

~ lo 

~ 
~ 

FORRVBBER 
ESTIM'1TE £,:/CH CO/IT + · 087 oz~IOOoq.11'1: 

WINCi Gll.S WsA Y2/n4o AR(8 Slt.H ft.1t~Hl) = • 04 ox/100 .561. I IY . 

'Eo I 2<r I 3f' ~~~If' (~5Q/H } J I 1 J 'I'~ 1 li1~ 
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COIL: l.2.-2.5oz CONDENSE I?: ·SOZ. 
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POWEq 1?mtr 28% rvsEU.1£1::= 4!> 9/ 
WIHG 2211 ~ ~ ''· 70 

STAB /:iN 12" W'1•4 2..., 11 
+ T111L .9 11 
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RUBl3£R l.VEJGHr EMPTY 

1 1 ifo 
1 
t'i~C: 1 

2

17~
0, fffo s110< 24 ro.5E 34 IYEw WAKEFIELD 

I ! ; i · -·-1 I ~T WIN<;.34 -- 28 5A/VIE ns ·IS .2_ . . . . . .o oz. /~IL 12. ..... /3 /ll3ot1E. 
215S<¥.ll'f.JtlE1<7fr2·2oz.Bl'iKfj Lono/2LB5. PROP 80 ..... 2-5 
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STEEL 4.65oz, BR/'.156 4-85oz. , 
f f f ~ ~ 1f 11 'f '( 't! l/'f. LE110 6.J5oz FuEL .415oz 

.1;p I • .} r T 1 .J' I' I h I ~.p frr1'50 z. WnTEJ7 .S76oz . 
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13R llSS -OJI .Ol7.02J.029.035 -0~1 -0/fl.053 .G5oz T0/·35oz P. CU./N.ot:"811TT. 

PER JM. TEL£SCOPll'fG,WllLL.0/5 FlPPROX. Bt=LLCflR/'IK ./OTO .80 oz. 
WITH /110UHTN'fC, . 
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0 0 4 0 6 rLYINqf30,q7: wr:::/00 
O/~. .o 6 .008 .010 • 12 .01 • I lfULl=28% J=Lonr.s 5% 
;~ i; ·.'i~ .. ~~ ~~~s :~~s -~~ r~z E_j'c,.9°~%: UJllY<j 23% 

... , d2L .J I 1.1 , RIL /0 
w~z= Fr·OOIJ087 aiHilfifo'l'(,2.wU?ES TIMEFf: .2S-.60oz. 

3fz. D111/JJH£EL 275oz.,/IOL.D.5 /Oro7oif': Tow LJNE= WmG 48% 
5PJNt1£Fj' ouwu 1f4."0111-.3Qoz J IY2l- ·50oz F(.J5EU:U'jE 36%5TllB~Rttl6% 

u./ITH /(_LAT£ 5Ht:IF7;. . MED. FUELLIHE .-.Ol5'oz-//ff. 
COMPRESS £0171/f MH!f' 3 OMJ12~ Lc;,14o'fsr;.11Y /§oz, 

'18'~.12~ 3/.3211.-.0937~ 5/6'1"·.07812~ 1'6'=.0625, .055, 3/6ti'=.046875, 1h2=.0.3125 
COIN; CENT .so, DIME 40.NICHELB0,251100,.50¢ 200.J OOLLl1Fi4oo ll'UiRll!n.S 
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS. Two pagee, 90 and gl, are covered with 
many conetruction details, which are mostly selfexplanatory. 
The designs of warp-free wings will be examined of their relat
ion to the shrinkforces, beam distribution and to the airforce 
reeultants. The shrinkforces developed by subsequent coatings 
are assumed to be evenly distributed over the outline of the air
foil eection, with the r esultant passing through the centroid of 
the outline. Another characteristic of a wing to be considered 
is ~he flexural cent~r or center of twist, which is a point on 
a wing, where a vertical force causes only vertical and parallel 
di~placement of the structure without rotation. 

I n an ideal wing the resulta nt air forces pass through the a.c. 
which is also the flexural center and the centroid of the shrink
ing forces. This may be obtained with a symmetrical section by 
careful dimensioning the beams ani locating them st the right 
places. To eliminate higher mathematics for determining the flex
ural center an approximation will giv~ satisfactory answer if 
the center of balance of the cross-section:i.l areas of the beams 
is used in the esti~ate. To move the centroi1 of the shrink for
ces from its normal .42 positi::>n towari the leading edge, the 
covering :i.nd the coating is increasei toward the leadin~ edge. 
Due to the varying loc1tion of the c.p. on cambered secti~ns the 
balance of the forces cannot be obtained. If the areas of the 
lateral members are closer to the top surface, the wing will warp 
downwa.ri; if the areas are closer to the lower surfa.oe, the wing 
will warp upwari. The hygroscopic char~cteristic of the co1ting 
varies the shrink force, which can be ta.ken from 2 to 4 pounds 
for one inch width. The desiin of st~ndari wings, which provides 
a 30 to 40 load f~ctor, gives suffi0ient rigidity to all unbal
anced forces against w~rping. Double glued joints ~re necessary 
for full strength of the construction. 
Trfo.ngulati::m gbres exceptional high strength-wei.;sht r a tio and 
for very thin sections the thin beams may be made of basswood 
i~stead of balsa, except if maie of 12 lb./cu.ft. bals~. 
Ribs should be in li~e with the flight directi~n to reduce tur
bulency. Trailing edges should be notched and ~lso 5ussettei if 
the sections 3.re thin an·i the nateri::il is light weight b3.lsa.. The 
strength of such balsa is lower than that of t :!le o ement. The 
weakest connections are butt jointed beams, and if made of light 
balsa the strength is only 1/3 the strength of solid beams. 
For full strength use a two-strap constructi::m or a lap joint 
of three times the thickness of the be:1.m. Th·~ center section of 
the wing i9 u~ually sheeted in order to distribute the hold1own 
forces exerted by the tension of the rubber bands. 

The high torsional moments of spiraling models are c ·3.rrie·i over 
to the Wi'lg by the platform of a pylon job or by the top of the 
fu~ela~e. The width of the pl1tform shoul1 be ~t least half the 
chor1 length. To prevent shifting or mis'.llj.gnment the wing should 
be connected to the platform with key 3.nd chi..l.nnel or pegs. If a 
dihedr1l b~a1k is at the cent~r of the win~ ~ close fit of pl~t
form and wing must be m':ide, an:i the beam str::i.ps should be hard 
balsa or plywooj. 

Equ;,i.t ion for estimating t.i.1.e number of 1/8 r :Jl-ber strands to 
hold down wings on pl~tforms or fuaelages ia ~iven on page 28. 
Use twice the estirr:ated numter if only two p~gs a.re used.. 
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A fuselage is designed to carry the torque of the irive, its gyro 
forces, the stabilizing forces of the tail an1 the lan1ing lo~ds. 
The fr:l.med. structure follpws the design of a. Howe trussing, the 
Warren trussing or a. full balsa planking. Often a combination of 
the three are used in one model. The Holl'rn trues ing carries vert i
cal members an1 the torsion~l stresses are absorbed by the tis
sue covering, which ma.kes it flexible. The Warren trussing 
has balsa. :iiagonS\.ls, fully triangu.lated and tissue covered , 
which gives this kind of design a rigidity that may sh9.tter in a. 
bad landing. Planked fusel~ges are easily built, very strong 
for their weights an:i espec ia.11 y favored for mode ls that do not 
require a minimum of cross section~l areas. Engine mounts should 
be of hardwood and the lo~:i distributed on t~o or more bulkhea:is. 
Solid fuselages used for control line models often ~plit at the 
trailing edge of the wing, which is :iue to the low cleava~e 
strength of balsa. Reinforcing this port ion of the fuse luge 
or drilling a relief hole st the trailing edge will prevent 
splitting. Solid balsa wings, stabilizers or fins are used to 
s:ive weight and for extra saving the doping, is omitted (?). 
Sharp corners shoul 1 be avoided, smoothened and tapered to di
versify the horizontal shear, which is very low for balsa. 

Sharp corners shouli be avoide1. Smoothene1 ln1 t~perel connect
ions will 1istribute horizontal shea r, which is very low for 
balsa. 
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DRAFT!N'G ~QUl\TIONS. Advancing scientific engineering is usually 
inducei by formula.ting equations which conform to the laws of 
physics or by assuming a certain relation of design d3tails and 
performances. Plotting vari~bles of models of the same iesign 
will generally result in empiric:l.l equations tnat will indicate 
the direction i~ which improvements may be made. Most equat
ions have one or more constants that are obtained by substitut
ing the variables of well performing moiels. Syst~ma.tic tests 
is the solution. Jn case the conception of the forces acting 
on the moiel i~ not recognized a few simple tests may clarify 
their actions. Substituting model components in equations used 
for airplane designs wi 11 res ult in equations tha. t need only 
their conversion to the inch-ounce system and the est .J.blishing 
of the const~nts from top performing models. Perform~nces aided 
by thermals should not be used. 

The development of equations for rubber driven models is shown. 
The diamet~r is evolved from the equation used for airplane 
propellers with the as~umption that the torque is equal to the 
moment one wing will give carrying the total weight of the model. 
The ~peed is presumed to be the one for the minim~~ power or the 
gliiing speed. at the minimum sinking speed. An equation for the 
minimum number of strands should be ~evelopei from the given a
r~a and weight of the model. 

Many modelers observed the fact that the more rigid the wings were 
built the more they shattered at har.1 hndings. The shock of 
'lny moving obj1~ct is 1bsorbed by the distance it tr:ivels times 
half of the maximum stress. The longer the dist .J.nce a shock ab
sorbing unit will tr'J.vel the lower will be the stress impose1 on 
the structure. T·Ro beams of the same di:nens ions are c ompa.red for 
their shock abs orbing qua.lit ies by subjecting t~'.1em to the dece
ler'lt9d forces of t~eir. O\'ln weights. Applying standard equations 
only comparative values will be considered. The beam place1 ver
tical is 4 tirr.es stronger than the one placei horizontal. The 
deflecti0n of the vertic'll beam will be only 1/4 of that of the 
horizontal beam. The kinetic energy absorbed by the beams is e
qual to the load multiplied by the ieflection, which is the ~ame 
for both beams. So this was a poor trial for comparing rigidi
ty. 

Some equ'lti.:>ns ar9 developed by empirical methods. Taking vari
ables that are assumed to be functional tc each other and plot
ting them on logarithmic paper. If the line connecting the po
ints is straight the equat i on for the variables is a simple power 
function expres$ed by the slope of the line. To eliminate mathe
matical operations the equations are replaced by nomograms. To 
sirr.plify the con~truction of ali~nment charts the scales are 
made equidistant. ~ive log scales will suffice for most of the 
charts to be made. See scales on page 25. 
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DEV£ LOPING, EquRTION.S FoR RVeBEq DRIVE/'/ Moo£ LS. 

VSJNH'= /2 w0/2/ A;i,,,-F.P 5 ToF?Qu~:;.;, _6t1¥2 az.11t. l'l=lil/Ml!JER-'/e..AY3oli'UB8Ef? 
VliLIDE=-95 Wo'f.2/ 4~.1;{ F.P.S. 7(,RQUEAuE --=.0585~1t-¥e Fot;'ESrt/11RTE. 

MAx Tu!lffS/lff= 145/tt'h PowEq!i'EQu.::£~F. /i'Ev.Ps .~6.28xToqQUE= ~z l.{,H}l2 

/?EVP.5= 3lJ4-x.WMi/r,11'lzxttY2J D111~Joof!VliP;rnEv-1•11N~MPH) us1NG c FOR 
/lNvCoNSTl/NT PowER/6.20 /'r.1? s,,, To1TQuEj}lll==C'{io1TQu£/ R.P. s)( \1;LJ 
Dlll=C /l'4. JY%/w~ USE OM. oF!T£coRo MooELs Cr: 1·15 3 
PITCH= VGLxl2/f?.AS. /3Y.SlJEJSTITUTIOIY P=2-B2ft3

h/Woz J'/o=2.5 :.A 
CONST~!YT.5 FOl'f Ptrcl-IA,.,oP/o TooHl(jH.1ToB£CoR~ECTED. 
ToEST!MnrE /'l.Po~STRRIYDS: 0HE W,m; 5HouwCouNT£tfl1CT ToRQUE 

roR<;UE/\"= /11AX. TOA<YUE: .6/i~~ = w){ 5nm/4 IY= .SS w'l/3 .5PRN213 

~ ~ .5uasr1rurm9 NmD111 Dl/l=.635/l x5P41i '2 

Co/'15TllNT ro BE /HC!fE/15£0 

llYVESTIGATIOl'loFL4/"IOl/YG, SHOCK 

~ 
1+4 "'4 WEt<iHT Lo~w DEFLEC ENERGY 

I,~~ Z - - -.!--1;;.LECTIO/'f ~-n=r 4 ,4 I 
4 

- --.1 · T u 4 16 f4 -9 

• .5!1HE £/'IEfi'<jY /JB5oR8eO RH? BorH Pos/TJ0/'15. 

U/JorH oFPLt4TJ-()FfM ForrWnu; 
w • 

4.5SUMINf:7 STtyENqTH OFWING, 

P,lfoPOF(TIOIYl9LTo bh 2 oFTHE 8E4MS 

11-rlO BE~lf'JH<;;SVPPoF?rPtroPo~ -
T!OrlFll To U/1orH2xb. 
STR£ssFoq THe~El9M...,/0 Le. !34Lsn 

.3200 P.S./ IJHoFoRlitEPt..~TFOlf'M 
_l To G,F?/NN 50 P.S./. 

IYvMBE~orRV8BE~5rRnl'losFoR 
I./== ~P HOLOINq Wmc:; ToPLnTFORtnPtroPoq -

/Z Ttot-ML To 5Tr-feli<:;rH OF WllYG· 
W=BH.1 W=:8.xCH/t2::..GiCHORO-== WIOTHCl1NBEli'Eot.JcEolrlono1s01srR18VTED 
8YPu1ttKtl'lr-; oR{JS£FULL W10TH/lrli-IEPLncEoFTHE8cRM. 

-- E X4MPt..E FtJq UsE off oc;r. /~PER-
1954 /'#1TIOHl9t... 5PEEOCoNTffOLlJttE 

/954 liRTIONA L 
'l'z /J 85.6 ~ z 
~ /30.19 ~ / 
B l.3G.9.3 ~ 
c 159.37 

(} c Ob- :71 ,,.r/'fr -ON ~ ftHE'~ ~ --~- - -- ~ ;x -
~ -

~ 
, 

_._ -- - t-- - -;-
SPEEO=C().Vlf, C ~io 

J X =SLOPE 'J5::.2 ~ B 
I! " 

c Ar eu.1t1=-I ..... 174 r1-1eH ::! 
70 
6~ 

..5PEEOM.P.H-:::/74 CU.11'1 "
2 ~ 

L1HE /Ho1cnr£s .5PEec> 'llA 
Foq Y2/I 5Hooa:> 

·05 

/fEllCI-/ 9G fit .P. fl.!?) 

LTuJl LIHE5 

.10 ·•·v •30 .q0-60·60 cu.1tt. 
------./:/---13 ~ c 

CLASS 

PLOTTED 0/-1 LOq .ScAt.155 . 

.. . 

l ·O 
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PP.OPELLE8 IJACHIXE~3. hlanufacturcd. propcl l er3 advanced interest 
in ~i~plane models. The firsL ones (19~9) were machin@-cuL 
bals~ propeJlerd, follo~2d by the ~achine-carved gas props. All 
~Ja~tic o~ plastic imprefnatej,compressed wood propellers are 
ready for u~~ without ~ddition~l manufacturing prcpcesses. 
Illustr~tion:, show basic pri.nr,ipl8s ur;~i in dc~i-6rdng michin~; or 
fixturen for cuttj~g or carving propellers. Balsa props are cut 
with l 1YJ.ndsaw a'.ijust<lble tc :i P/D ratio as low as 1.2. The ::Jaw .. 
bla1~ l~ narrow with ~ 13.rge teeth settin~. The twist or pitch 
is generated by an arm on tne ri~ht side slidi~~ on a sloping 
b~r. This b3.T i9 adjust~tl~ for pitch an1 iiametar. The thick-
n,,ss of the prop tl:ink b r.ontrollei by 3. s+,cr. The thid.'1n3s of 
the t!p ~s not 3uffici~nl tc r,arve ~ c~ffiLPre'.i bla1e, ~hich is 
ove~coffie ty gluinG a sx~ll piece of bal sa to Lhe le31i~g ed~e. 
°U'i.r,hine-cut basswoci prop> N0re tried tut ~h8 cost cf broken 
b:tn.i8 ;1 N hl1t.le~ Jn'_·de th ·'! 1':·cduct n0r1pr;::;fiL:.i.ble. 

C::J:'I i:rop1 ·:.1.r~ n:a!'lufact"Jrei 'oy ;i serie:::i of o:)eru.ticns. itGCt..ir.bi.;.
lar blanke with t~e sh~ft holes drilled are sh:.1.ped tc their 0uc-
1-ir.es 'oy ::t :Jir..glP. 1'ixti....r8 or feri tc a h::J.lf-·.J.utcm3.tic carv e.r. Then 
twu cutters .ire us.:d t o t.:.nish t.~t: carving. A strai.i;lit one for 
t.'n~ flat side drd 3. pr (if ile cutter f er the. top si.de. T:ic: pro
file cut~cr b a c0n.bi1.aticn of '.lll tl!e Sh-=4pes of the ·n l:iic. The 
pifch i:; f.>rn.-::1 by L~1~ 3Jt!es of a r,ox into which the blJ.<il< is 
pl3ced ~n1 prc9Re1 ~&lin~t the ball t~a~in~s ne~l Lo th~ c~L~er. 
A Letter 1esign uses Lt" pitch b~r sia.· lc:i.r to tile one u:::>~'.i fur 
cut:.irJ6 of ba.l:::a r-:.·apR. An:::-U1~r n;.c:hir:e a .. ,it: a shift ,i f the ca::r- -
ver ~o the rotation of the blink fer sy2cial prop 1esi~ns. All 
c·1n•e1 prep:> :i.r .~ h·tn1.-:.;;'\·1i·~i ~,11 stltL::-haL~n0~d. L'•~quF.·ri.~g wi1J 
fir.ish tne pr01w::t. Pr-ops tre chP.cl<: ~1 fur w::i.r_p .:.l.'.1i u-~ k;;pt Jff 
t~-" !'13.rk~t:. if pitch v..1.rie~1 by 1 inc~1. 

fl. di-:igr-i'l~ giv.e'3 the r-Hch.-ji1;;.:r.eter :::atlo r:y placinc; the en·i ~.f 
a p:·c·p block or; •.·:-, chn.rt J.11rl th<: :ine ;::as sing thro .igh ti'ic 1ia.
goni.J cf tlle blcck iG the r~lUu. ?o obta.ir, th ~ Glopes of t:!rn 
ot.L~r ct·:1.tiona •_1·1·~ radit..s of the prop i:o: m::1.rh::ri on 3. hori..,.or1-
t~l iine ~ni a uertic~l 1r~'" at t~c a~is. T~e slope obtained 
from the di:-l.gram is drawn frcm the tip; it will int.»r~~ct the 
vertical at a point th;it is WJei to ~onnect with u.ny .cot:it ion 
c...Jong the '':l.ii lS to gi:>~. the =ilOpf> o:· t,he ·~v,~l_~ Jt th1t .-;ta.tior:. 
This ;r.et,::1..d .vi) 1 ~:v·? tr.'! s<i:::<:! I i~;h .-it all ·;+.a.Lion or a uni
fcrm pi"':~h i.istr·i.b..it."on. 

E5T/fr!IJTllYG SIZE OF LE/101/'-lej RHO /,cffQ/LllYq EOGES 

0 
ToH~U£ FL£.><.Uftt:!L CENTEr,'/IT J/3 CHO/i'O 01.ST/9/'ICE. 

I ~F~ r-i r- br.r---.J. 
. ,1 I ' I I 

Los:?:, <.J ___ LJ..1 ________ ~ 

J t
~f3EfJM ltflJilSfttKEt THE TENSION 01=" 

· Tl-IE (OUERlt-1<::, 
2 WILLfforCH,qlfc,E %,IV HOVE.S THEFl.Clf. 

3 111 rLEXUlf'nl CENTER TOll./l'UU>THr 

l/f-9/Lll'IG EDGE. 

fiSSuM1Hq .Eoq£s F/c:ouc£o To Tlf'Nll'ICjULnFf 5ECT/ON5 
S/ffYJE WE1c;Hr 8,qL sA/ Tcr1s10N orCoC/Ef1'11'1Cj /'lt=c;t.Ecrc.o 
nr:FL£CTION PROPOr;>TIOH,4l To Lo,qo ...... w D/V/DEOJ3Y I MoME/'ITOF 
11Y~Ffr1.c1 oF .se:cr10N. Lo,qo rll'oH r 2/3 w1 rj'E~Ff ~3w. I= 6x}r3/48 
F"l(OHT 8£11/11 flc!:.6656 RE11q8£,QM H=.25li BoTHDEFLEcnor1 Er;u1u 
~ W>t.6> G65"

39/48 r fsw~6.x.2536/48 2xb4
x.295= o;./56 

~ F 4 ~ 4 ~ 1~ ~ 
.59 bF=.J56b,<? l11==v::tJ= .261/ '4=.72 bt:=·72o'f 

61f' · -w1rHf'los~1?401us O.,.r;-• .SS hR 



fJ1J1Yo51JW Bu;o£, 
EDGE oF/lttt;LE/lfOtf 

/
OIY ;:}XIS OF' ROUND 

~--lll!::l~-=-::--:1...t."~ - TVEJI /tq 

.._PlfoP /:JLOCK 
M/flOEOF 
2 -.3 Pl ECES . 

G4S PROP /'11/CHltlE 

~ 

Fo!f SPEC/IU P1TOI 
01srq1eunol'I. 

~sroP For D//JHEr£R 

.so 

WtoTll oF BRLSfllJLOCK /JTTtP 



1 4 35 96 6 2 

2 

3 

.5 
7 

7.5 
8 

.5 
9 

.5 
10 

Lay a straight edge a cross 
two known va lues ani read 
the a nswer on the third 
sc a le. 
VULTIPLY;one number on scale 
1 wit h second number on 
sc ale 2 , r ea1 a nswer on 
Aca l e 3. · 
DIVID~ ;d ividend on scale 3 
divisor on scale 1, read 
answ~r on sc ~ le 2. 
AR~4 of CIRCLEi dot over 
scales 2,6 an1 d iameter on 
scale 4, read on scale 3. 
Scale 1 are squa res of 
scale 1. Sc a le 2 are square 
roots of scale 1. Scale 6 
are cubes of scale 2. Scale 
2 are cube roots of scale 6. 
First section of scale 3 
ten times the logs on scale 
5; secon1 section 100 times 
sines on scale 5; thir1 sec
tion 1000 times t~ngenta on 
s c;.ile 5. 
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PUC3LISH£0JUHE195"5 -
IN OROERToflou,qNcEMooEL /IEROOVH~M1cs1 Fi11srlJTHE01?Y '1vsr BE 
FoqrnUL4TcD,UJHIC~ Is Fot..LOWE08v STSTEM~TIC EXPERIME.f(T.S Fr.Jlf 
l/&fi>JFIC/JTION · RL50 £~VF1TIOHS QIUEH To USE IN OESI GNINC:, 
/VJODELS. 

CoHP,t:/RINt;; /11~ -
FOILS FO!f'5TE.EP 
Cuml31H<j q45 Moo£!5. 

THE Ouu~ Rf!lM 01tP11qE60 
15 COR/:iECTFoRCLIM81Ht; 
ESTll-1RTE.,WHICl-l IH
CLUOES Tl-IE WElqHTO~ 
THE MODEL. 
01SR£G"ROIHGTH£/UE1GHT; 
71-IE Powel'( REQ(JI NED Is 
P/llOPOFlrloH~L To 7HE Cu.BE 
OF THE: .SPEED oq THE SPEED 
P~OPORTION14'-ToTHE CD~. 

71-IE 5/NKll'IGSPEEDIS 
FUNCTJON~L Cl'312/CD 

THe- flccoMP11Nv1H4 OMC,/lRM 
IS PLOTTED oNll CL312 5CALE 
//NO THETi:IHqENrTo THE 
CU/i'l/E FROM TH£ C OP/;+,/l"/r 
GIUES THE (OEFFI CIENrS 
rOfi' THE lOc.vEsrSl/'IKJNq 
SPEED Olf FoF( lllE NJH/MCJ/l'f 
PowcR!f>EQVIF?EOFOF(' 
HO}ilZOl'fTIU. FL/ql-l'Tj..5Uc.H 
11-SFtJF? RIC MooELS. 

1·5 

f:JLWAYS flD07J.le P/l,y.q-
5/TE 0/fR~ Coe:,.:F1c1er1r 
70 Iii£ 01f'4<; Coe Fl" T OF THE .21------lf-----+----+----+----t 
fl /!?FOIL. COp · 11------lf-----+---+----+----t 

THE Cl!M81flq F~IC.TOI'( lo PRFt-g~rE .S .to ·15 • 20 • 25" 
l.<llLLBE I /ICOH1~COp,q11J~oRRC. CocFTT. r111c/f'HE55/f11r10 4% 6 % 10% 12% 

t4Ho r'Hti FncrofT'Forx CDH1f'f .ooB .0102 .020 ·025 
S111/t'INtiSPEEo.cL~/yco FoRLowcsT{Cl .72 ·985 1.10 1.23 
/)Ii/I 01/"IG THETLQO F;ci C - SINKllfG- CD D 0 / 2-
"7"' SPEED ·05 •I ./ ·0? 
dJFfS 4/lt.L Be llvo1 C/JTllJE BEsrt.lo 27 2J.2 18.8 17 
OF T>tE OVRRTIO/"I or THE W/l'l<j llLOllE 
Moo EL 
Fr. _ CuMe11Yq .SPEED T111cKN£ssF?rmo 4 ~ 6 % 10% 12% 
OoR. .5!HKINC7 SPEED FO/f'H!NPowE!f,R/c 6·1 ~.5 8-5- 8·9 

CL 312. FolfSrEEPCllME:Jll'lq /5.B 16.5 18 21.2 
oR I' F/lfEEF'uqHT. 

(cof'f,"' +Cup"!?) 'h ( Ctrtl'oPAl'f) AaouE DoEsf'(oTTPKE. INro CoNSIDE!f'RTJ oH 

RESEARCH /N DESl~H-" THE lll1FflF/T/of'f o~VEt...OCITIES., /UH/CH /NFt.u-
To Fi'ED<JcETitlKl!-OFF t:NcETHECOEFF1<:1£1Yr.5J. n ·,,.,o li.1€/Ncfi'ERSE 
D1ST~NCE• OF ll/EJC,HTWIT# INCFlEA.5E OF1HE1J.llCJ<NE5S 

(VrOL F(~TIO oFTHEWIN(i. 

-,-_----w,DTH "4 . ~'*J I• a: ,~. lf>EF.. , 

/NTEfiRVIRJ)1111./956. 1:T' ' 
7roL 

.._11111!!!!11===;;._~~~~----

r l!!ll< £. - Of: f: DIS T~MCE: .- fluM13EJPoFRUl3BE!i'STFinHOS 
.,roL-YERTletJL111KE-0f:F"~11D I l/8JC 1/:Jo ro HOLD DOWN W11·<1G. -v 
L4HOIH<i.IJSUAl-1-~,, 12J1L51TTEl?.S I 

STOL""...SHor.lr r,,,H"E-o,FAl'fo Hn11YG000 HooELS D1s1N rE<:,RnTEO 
LR/'10Jlf<i". l/5/Ht:jSLIPSTFfEAM. IN Tl../E.llll:y> 011 losr R<!OHTESTB£CRVS£ 

orot- - OaL1 ~u£ rnKE-oi=F 111suFF1c1E11r 1YuMB£1?0FST1i1R11os 
R110 i.1u.,01HG. 11LLOWE. o "THE W/l'-1q ToSHll="T oft' LIFT 

TrOL- TRHqf;NTIR'- rn><E-OF/: FROM7HE.5UPPORT. mt=Te/'ISION oFfflE 
llNDl-RHD1Nq. CLl!l~SICA ,_ 5rRRl'IOS7iMES7J.1£ WIDT>lo~THCPLllTFORM 
3-Pou-tT L4HDIH(j. SHOVLD BE EQURL TOTHE/lfOMENTCF?El'/TEiO 

LI 1.1 •• 1 BvTHEV10LEl'ITMRrtEUVElf1NGf:JN01H• 
rtOME.HT0t=1.VINt:, = LVOZ1CSPAl"l1,.,/8 MASS ~CCELE/?RTION o,:-THEMOOEL . 
w.,izxBSPt41YJf.Z =flo118~w1orll,,,. AS.51JMIHG THnTTHEHOMENT.SHOl.ILO 

0
"' "' 1.1 I .1.J .8~ TWICE. 7H£.5TnTICLOAO,~CT/f-lt.i_ 

NQ :c SP11tl1HXvroz161/XWIDTH,lf. ON ONE SIDE OHtN. '/a'lt'/.J()RusBER llioz. 
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Ht:l/N F/.JCTOR5 INDE5JGNl/'IGHOO£LS: 

l)ZE'?O-J.1,:-r Lm£ SErr11u:;o,:Wmqt11No7,euL 2,}Loc~r10N oFC.(j L0Nc;1ruo1N"1LLV 
3)LOC"1710/'loF"CG/N /f~Ll1TIOIV_ To iHETH,t:fUSTL!NE. 4}2£1/0-LJFTL/Nt= /~ 
l'fEL~TION7'0TJ..1£fflf?U!5TL1rl£. S)OISTF/!Bl/TIOH o,:: WEl~llT.5 6) 011'1,qNo Piro.; 
tJI= PfTOP~LL Elf 7}CNEcJ< ON Suosrq£nM Tolf'QVE .4NO~vqt:J~OFJ'Ccs . 
/'firs Ftv?P7f00//CT'IO.H: SMl'1LL V.qf'?/4TIOHS 51-1011Lo /'/or Olfil"l(jE /:i.Y/N6 
GJJDElEsrM~oE 1 CH~FfRcrER1sr1cs. 
1g15~SoiWE1rzE,//;.H.11.cJ GYRO MOME/'IT..£ oFPAoP5 

I 
INDOOFf T/'fl1CTOFf q ./l1.=-R.P..M_¥.D4/(lx3 .500,000) oz.IN. OF? 

.(J =-F{.P,N,i.1J14"1/(l/r.P.5. RnD ,r:r,. 22,000, ooo- D:::Oll'I . /rt . 
·8 OFPl'(oP. T-T1M£0F I LAP m SEC. 

. V,QLu£sFoq 9"0u:1,12,ooo RP.M 
..J.6 >-tqno -10 25 so 75 100 126 /50 ~r 

.4 t:V) 25 9,7 3.9 /.94 1·3 .97 .78 ·65 
'-.i 

2 
~~ 50 19.1/ 1.7 3.9 2-G / .94 J.56 1·3 PllqE 

· ~\t 100 38 1s.s 7-76 .5-2 3.aa s.1 2·6 46. 
0 ~ 150 58 23.2 //.~ 7·8 5 .9 4-G :3·88 48 

Co 200 77 31 15.5 /tJ.4 7.7 6·2 5-2 49 
GllOEfi'rEsTEDBYTHe FOl'f 61101~, 12,ooo If.PM T4K'E20% 
MISSISSIPPI STPTl!!" 
eou..Et;,£ 13y(jlL· HoFFMllN CE/"fT/i'IF'UqlU FoF;>cE :HuLTJPLYV4LUE5 BY. w. 
If R.4D - 5 10 25 50 75 IOO Fr. 
/ \.i 25 3.9 J.9 .78 .39 .26 .19 
• >- \ij 50 15·5 1·8 .3.1 1·55 /.0 3 . 78 PK:,£ 

~E ~T 'E &7 / 
., /. R c-1:•2 12~ s ' · 

~~ 75 .35 17-5 7 3,5 2-~3 /.75 48, 
.8 o~ ioo 62. 31 /2.4 G.2 4./ 3.1 54 

J1 ...... 
9 ~ T~ •e2c p~ ') / 

71· T. 4 I Cl1 
~ 150 11./0 10 28 14 9. ?> 7 -0 
~ 200 249 124 49.6 25 16 12 

7 J v; NG~ A-' ·5 f 
6 

CF=Y2/(32·2R)PE/'fUl'f!TWE!tjHT-MP,l/..::.682Fl?SEC. 
J s 

J~ll .Ff'?t- 1G - ( 

3 ( ~L 0'1'1 G " 

2 I 
I I i 

5: ~ J. / ~.st. 
I 

........ ......... - ........ : u/1 '../ ' / L VI ·c. " I/ rlc U/ "I' '\.. 
j " -·- -- ' 

"' - . -
l ... 

' I~ 
-

O/:f~C:,COEFFICJE.HT 
RE .l'fo.82. 000 fl.f?.S. 

/?EF.:BRUHo EcK.-1953. 

CO/ll/P.4RIH~t:i'fROr10Mt. 
ONl1CJFlCIHG, MODEL WITH 

THE. SnME Pt:>WER,SPEED/JfoJD 
c1~cLE DtRMETER.THe fi'.P.llf. 
OF '!11ETwoENGIHES.f/OWEVEI{ 
llREDJFJ:£q£NT. 
THE £<ilJllTIOHo>tft::IGE48 
5HOW.!5 THnTTHE<it.M. JSR 
FUNCTION o~ R.P.Hk04. THE 
£<i()llT/O/'f For.f OllZ. OH P~ti;EfB 
Qll/ESTH£ lllllf1"1rlONWIT/.I 
l/RPM 1/:z, 
Sus sT1ToTING 01P ,,.., 
THE ~.M. VALUE nlEH 
G.1'1= f.( '/RPMl"~P>fJ•f. ¥'R.P.M. 

TH1fJ/Ho1c11rES 7HnrTH£ 
Ht<:,HE/i'TJIER.P./t1.TH£LOW£/? 
THEG.M. JF OlfLYTllE/?.P.M 
VAFflES lHEPowEFf WILL BE 
THESRME. 

'~ -r--

FusE 
OJM. ~"'; 

£MPIRICAL METHODS 
USEOll'f/l/RPLRl'fE 
0E.SIGN5(1930)fi'E[)()C
EDTHEF'USEDIMEN
SIDHING To llssuMIHq 
11 CEF?Tt'llNLonoPER . 
Sr;.Fr. oN rHE sr"'e11110 
flllOOEFf. lilcl.O~O/l'lfi/ 
RlRHOOELSSHOULO 
OEPEl'IO 011 lilElATE<jO/fY 
OF 'lifE.0ESJCjH. 

THE TESTS /HOJ c~re °"nll1T7'11CI( 
lllffFOILS£CTIOl'15 /:/Fi'£ l/'f
El=FICIE/'lr PT Low .SPEEOS(lf.l'f) 
W//'i'E. WILLHEJ.P BUT 17WILl
ffor IMP~OCl£TH11'1 C~MBEIPliiO 
Sl!CT/Of'l.5, I \.., fj'., r-1. I ~0 O~>o 

I 

Mt4X.qL/O/tfG llN~LE L/o 
«::) WITH CllRNGE OF R. No 
~ ___ ,._. -· "' .. , ~· ,· 

...., -~ 
\!)' J. .-~ I t- -...._ 

~ -=--- --
~ ,'. FL 'QT ,.,I ~ ~TE 
~ , ...ti. - - --- -- - • 

I 
~ 

~ ..--t--'+~+--+---il----+---+~+--t 

~ o 20 4o Go eo 100 1z.o 140 160 1so 
R.E .!Yo 

li~H. k53, Ol 0 
c 

* - ~ 

/ - ,_,.,,.,. .--
//' Ii,'. ~ .. 'J, Mr;> 

If 

\I L'--r-r-.. 

Olj'flq C'OEFF/CIENT 

-flu::BFfUNOtCk'. -
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EQUllT/OllSIJ>ljllLTITUOE l1PLAt1£1i.Y1tfq 11Tfr5 M111. HP. 
HE1~1alHFE~T =I../ nrUEt.or1cs, THnr4F/£ /HO/- /1= THEPowEI? Cur-tuE 

H=32oooioL fPl'Vn!LABLE RECTLV PROPORTIOHALTO llTl1NY OTHEFt LEVEL 
" ~o /fPRE~UIRED THE S~UllF{E:ROOTS OFT>!~ ISKHOWN. 

IYETH.P11wm.= 3/.000-. 43H ~IJ']OE..HSITIES. ?H~PCJWEf? nDHallH(iL E OF'llTTACK 
'fE7HP1YE~t1'0 31.000T .!j'7/I CFINTE.~NFILCOMBUSTIOH U/lf/Nq 7H£ E6TIMllTE 

IPEfitJl/?EO H.P. /t; MJH.H.P. EHGIHE.S IS IN DIRE.CT DoES Hor VRRY· 
Fo"f /./oq1zoH rRL FLlqN r- PR0P0Rr10N To THE n 1'i' 1THE E~~r10N OoEsl'loT 

DE/"15/rV. COMl.3/NING7H£$E HCLUOE THE E~FICIEHCY 
/fELATIOHSf:"OLLOWll'fG o/:l'HE PROP ELLE/:?. 
E~UATION IS FDJ?/VTULRTED ,., t2 f?EF.:H.n.~J/ J:R 368 
MlllflETfll?JDENSITY Gl?OU11D '2 (HorG38ns q/UEH o~ 
J111Ht1ErHP (DEHS1TY 11LT1ruoc PaqE 2.) 
FROM UJHJCffTHE CEILIHG,1 
VAiLOCJ r1E$Al'fOPOWE'f 
RE~UI !?ED /ITIJ1'V/QLTJ ruO• 
LEVELC./!JN 8£ C4LCUL.~T£0 

r, p5, .,e, ;a 

'~ Ti C) c; ,l!:J (") -- ~::...-- "' ,.,. ,,, , .. , 
-~ i-- .__ ---... - ""-

"'"' 0. 4~ · 

Cr T#F?osl nliP111 
Cp:: 8/'IP 1727 

·I .z ,3 ·4'· ~ ) .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 /./ /.2 /· 
P1rcH/ 01~ rr~r10 

3 nl!P= 
SPtc.77P SP££/) 

·3 .5 .7 .9 /.I /.3 j#,0.0 
.179 .191 -P~tJ5 
,/242 ./458 

·00/5" .JOO ./42 -168 
·0234 -0477 ·077 .1032 

7430 
57% 
,45 

go,ooo 

l/owToESTIM4TETHE. 
loc~T/ON OF/:1HOTHEI? 
EHGINE U::.IHE £1'f~ll'fE 
ON S.oor Is E~CH~NGEO, 
Ki=.EPING THE 5eJM£ C.G;. 
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1HEJIEl<iHT of THElll/EFiRGECHORO IHTHE ELEV
~TIOH IS T11t::SVH0F THE A/fE~57iME.7ilEHEJ<;TS 
OF THE C.6-SOIU/DED Bv THE..Tort:ILRl?E~. 
4S5Uf>'11H(i ~ 14° T/p OIHEOR~L 7HEl./El<jHT 
E<ltJRtS(1'2.o•0+~50xf5sml4°)/770 = 2.1'' 



---FLvmq8o,qrs-
Sr,qNol9F?D EQunTtofi 
VSEO : 
!3ER1v1loPOING= WL~s -=/.o 

GL/B Ff 
IYEwFuHCTION o~FotfEBoo'Y 
LEN~TH L R/'10 !3E.RM(WIDTH) 
B IS USED IH EQUATION 

6~8 =.083G 
00/lt 

0009 
3) THE CG 1rJ/80CJ£ THE 
~ °'n/Fflj57L/H£. lJ.115 
Ctr ER TES llCLIMBINqNOMEHT 
7il,qr6wEs n 8~1-11Hc6 l/r II 
L1Uf<-;Elf/1Hq1-E11S SHoWH 
IN THE OIRG, ~II M. 

Fotrcc.s.lfoT 
ToScALE . 



R.P.M. -,::-oRM/:lx.lHAUST-EVJ!vfyLE.SFOFtPtJ<:,£ 69 
BHP+RP.M.TF11<EHFR0HIJER-Hoo. -:4 ToWIHG 
8 }IP RP.M. Dtlf V/nO E/:F !YET.HP f:Acrof;?.a/O TEsr..s 
.!;1 13 000 9.2- .56 ·58 ·296 ·Z~O 
.5o 12~000 9 .5 .59 S95 .298 ·2 !i 
~73 11.000 9.05 ·62 ·GI ·280 ·296 
:4.1/ /0.000 JO.I .66 .62 .272 .292 

[)JI/ £snml'lr£o FoR 70mP.H. Kel!J35 
Er;u~r1of'fF"orrD11:i =-J6oo~BHP/fRP112v) 

Facroq {3HPJl2/f(Ph1 108£ /?£VISED . 
4LLl!I'/ MERCUl"lV: - H£T mcroR 
8.H.P R.P.N .Dt/I v/nD EFF H.P 1110"
.26 //./Joo 9.86 ·328 .46 . 117 . .116 
.25 10.000 /O.fl -35S ,,q7 ·117~ ./25 
.23 .9, 000 10.73 .383 .1187 ./J 2 . /225 
.21 8000 /I.If) .416 .516 .1085 ./2 

0111 . £5rtMBTED Foq 3!iH.P.lf. 
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qooolHDOO'VMODELS 
Fi:JLLOW"f}-IESAHtPf{lf'ICIPLE 

-~"":!:=-@~~ 
-~ - =t b--

........ __ ~r---------------~;;;t-~-A~Kanv CuB 
'LlqHTP/.AHE-/-7/~or 

0 /;XIJMPLE:llPPqox1mRre VpLuES 

llN4LE0,::,,4x1~/um1 0° .5° 10° 15° 
Tf./FtUSTL(JJ/f..,G, 1854 1853 /8..SJ 1848 

srae 179 167 173 197 
PoWEFf PUU-IT 8 7 9 15 

i.IJliOING,GrERP /JO 11 4 // 6 / 20 
F'~SEUJGE 22.45 2 2 38 ?.24 5 22.6 I 
IJRTT. r;"qnO/O lfi lfi / 6 2.0 

'Tl:> rA L- .- l{lflT '13§7T 'i 7i77f 4'1{f;T 
l/ALVESESTIMIQ7£0 f:Oq OUNcES~HD IHCHES. 
111/IH. L/;:lLUE !="ot:r 5°-v 

To fi£OuCE THE SIOE FoqcE 
F?ESULT/tiG, F!ioMlHE fi'oT-
l/TIONRl5lJPSTRERM me 
AN /5LocATEO/JPPRO.r-
1MnT£LYl.t/1r11THElHFflJST 
LINE P11ss11tq THROUC,H 
THECENT£f? OF' FJNllRE~. 

FUIPPll'lq W1Ncrs 
~.'T.U.MLKEIT' l'J2 3 

AHGL.E 01= ~rrRa-,
Dow/'I 111NE1? /lflDDLGOllTEI? 
BE~T /2° 12• IZ0 

Upl.3Ellr 12. 0 6° 0° 
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Rudder 44, 45 , 104 91 
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Side Slip 47 , 48 
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Stabilizers 37, 43 , 64, 66 
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Sweepback 10, 27 , 28 , 102 
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The:crnal s 52 , 7 6 , 77, 10 2 
Th rust L i ne 35, 36 , 38 , 49- 51, 98 , 102 
Torque 16 , 3 5 , 36 , 79, 8 0 
Towline Glide rs 9, 62 , 63 , 64, 66 
Turbulators 5 , 8 , 2 6 
Up Gus ts 50, 52 , 102 
Vee T a ils 4 5, 64, 66 
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R E FERENCES ABBREVIATIONS 
T . R. -::. NAC A T echni cal R eport 
T. M . = N A C A T echni cal M emo 
T. N . = N A C A T echnic a l Notes 
G = G o e ttingen E ,.. Eiffel 

(Index Tabulated b y Char l es Sotich ) 



Cj/116CONTEtfT6oU:llR. 

oF ~IF/. 07651 t.B/CU.FT. 
" HYOROq£f'I. 005021'1 

HELIUM ·Ola.56 " 
" .SRTURR7EO~/lj'.07.3 " 

PF/EbC>UFf~o1o29."f2" Hor 
l~.7 LBS. P. .SQ.IN· 
THOU.SnN D.SoF"F££T 

HEl<iHT 0 2 4 6 E3 10 

OEtfSllY I .CJ4.JJ9.B4 .78 .737 
~ESSU/?E I . 93 .86.80 :14 ·68 
1/0£1'13/2.. 1 1.101.19/.3 l1t5/.56 
1?£S£RVE Ill? 9~/6Z22.'/..!Jl%40% 
Fol'f CL.ltt1B 0 

Ott Cjl'tOW'IO IJ'I fi>,J. HO/:'FHH/'i 
19oe I.Fi. 6.38 

Ht.1MIOITY: 
FfELATIVE: PERCEHTRC,£ 
/I 01' .511TUl"fRTIOH 
rl850lVTE: 

WEl~HTo.F WATER PEf? 
Urt1TVOL..OF///R 

.SPECIFIC :/111155 oF WRTEJ 
V"1POF? /NlJHIT Hnss of Ill'? 

fTROIO 
SPEED FfROIOl..t/RVES 
f86, 000 HILES P . .SEC 
300,0001'1ET/SEC. 
HEqn-1, 0001 000 
MICF(O- ! /1,000,000 
iflL0-1000,, OECI I/Jo 
MILLJ '/IOOO 
WllVELEt/qTH= .SPEED 

CYCLE 
FOR 27.255 MEG_RCYC u:. 
l86,330xS280/2.;J, 255;ouu 

=36A-.=¥4:! 9FT 

NEwroHSL;:1w ... F..:.Mq 
FOF?C£;F,, M=W~ =M~ss 
9=-..32.2 , Q•ClCCELER4TIO/'f 
WORK= FORCE Jr 01STRHCE. 
Po WEI(': WoJ?I( /NII {jlflEIY 

TtME 
BHP= .550 FT. LB/SEC 

lbR~(/£ = 11Px550/nx 2 71 
Ji'=!J.1415 ... n=li'Evl? Sec. 

5PEED OF 5ouND: 
neour 1100 FT/5Ec. 

llfCH,: 2.54 t:M oT{ 25JI rn.m . 
:u.ll'f=./6.39 w.~/"l. ll?>==lOOO(jlf. 
Pr.P.S=/.467H.PH Fr=.305 Ma 
<iFJl111f=.0648qF(flM ql1LF23/C.ltf. 
oz-3/.lqlf/1/'1. 50.IN=6·4S<i.CM. 
RUID0z.~/.805CWfl 
Pout1o(AVOIR) /6oz. Q~.946/r. 

If (TROY) 12oz. 
l'lt4UTICRL MILE- 60B0.2Fr 

IH'f"IOT=/H.H/Hf=</.689FP.S 
1'11L£ = 5280FT 
I K11-0MET/Hlf'=/.609M1Ljll. 

E!Y£R<:;Y::: 
POTElirtRL £/'/ER<;; y 
IF/?ELER.SEO 091'100 
WORK· 
BooYllns)(//'IETIC El'IElftiY 
IF/r ts Movtl'IG 

KIN.Erl= Mxll"~2. 
NOMENTUM e.M>rV 
IJtu;uLAR MoMl!:NTUM 

c:I"w 
4J -lllfq. #IEt.OC. lrdi'l1D/111f5 
I R1101. =57.3° 
..360°"' 21T 

L =HOME.HTOF /l'IE:F?T/19. 
~ J 

8ERl'IOULLIS lHEOREM 
ToTRL HEnD =PorENTIPL, 
PRES5UF?E ~NDJl'ELOCJTY 
llEROSJ..MiJTUl1LL Y (OH -
Vi:=:Fr71 ~Le • .--.. 

C,REEK FILPHRBET 
/lLPHll A CA NU N V 
8£Tll B /3. XI .Z t 
c; 11M1111 r ;r oft11cRort o o 
OE L TA Ll 8 Pl lT1i 
EP51LOf'I E f RHO "Pp 
ZETll Z \ SJC,Hfl ~65 
ETFI H "l TAU Ir 
THETA 0 8~ UPSllOfl Yv 
IOTfl I <. PHI ~pct 
Kl/PPR K K CHI XX 
UIMBOll /\ -,_ PSI 'I'~ 
MU l'-1 fA- OMEGRD..w 



RAUL J. HOFFMAN THROPHY 

Raul J. Hoffman was technical ad
viser to the Chicago Aeronuts until 
his death in 1956. The Club has 
perpetuated his name by sponsoring 
a throphy bearing his name. This 
throphy is annually awarded to the 
modeler, regardless of age,whose 
model accumulates the highest 
three flight total in Class ttAu Free 
Flight Gas Event at the Nationals. 
A plaque is also given to the win
ner to keep. 




